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News In Brief

Wet-dry
election no
sure thing

Boeing 727 goes down in Spain;
over 100 passengers feared dead
BILBAO, Spain (Al-fl — A Boeing 727 belonging to the national
airline Iberia crashed today in northern Spain, civil aviation
authorities said. Initial reports said all 141 passengers and six
crew members had been killed, but airport officials said rescue
parties reported at least 20 survivors.
Civil aviation authorities said Flight 610 from the Spanish
capital, Madrid, crashed into 3,340-foot-high Oiz Hill just before it
was to land in this Basque industrial city.
Air traffic controllers said the aircraft disappeared from their
monitors at 9:35 a.m. (3:35 a.m. EST), some lb minutes before it
was due to land at Sondica airport.
Civil aviation authorities, who refused to be identified by name,..
said the crash occurred 17 miles southeast of Bilbao near the
town of Durango as the plane was making its approach.
The aurninities said the weather was cloudy in Bilbao at the
time of the crash, but airport officials said flights to and from
Bilbao in similar weather conditions were common.
At first it was reported that 141 passengers and six crew
members had perished. Later, airport officials told The
Associated Press by telephone that rescue parties were reporting
there were "at least 20 survivors."
There were no immediate reports about the nationalities of the
passengers, although most of them were believed to be
Spaniards.

HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION NEARS COMPLETION — A renovation of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital outpatient-emergency room area is nearing completion. Above, Kathy Wade, outpatient
supervisor, Richard Perry and Wayne Parker, of Hal Perry Construction, and Stuart Poston, hospital
administrator, look over the plans for the new first-floor area. They are pictured standing behind what
will be the new outpatient registration desk at the hospital after March 1.

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Although the battle lines are
already being drawn for a wetdry election in Murray, the issue
won't get to the ballot unless
organizers can gather enough
petition signatures.
As of Tuesday morning, 1,352
signatures had been counted, according to the Murray State Student Government Association,
with more petitions expected to
be turned in later today. SGA
President Rob Huth said
organizers would collect the remaining petitions and go over
them tonight, checking each
signature for validity.
Huth said he would guess
about 1,800 signatures will have
been gathered, but that

Staff photos by Yetis Bowdon

(Cont'd on page 2)
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'Elsewhere...
By The Associated Press

NEW YORK — More than two years ago, retired Gen. William
C. Westmoreland sued CBS for $120 million, saying it had libeled
him in a documentary alleging that he falsified troop estimates in
Vietnam. Now, after months of testimony and millions of dollars
in legal bills. Westmoreland has sued the television network for
peace and settled for honor.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Murray'P. Haydon's doctors beamed
about his recuperation as he resumed breathing on his own, but
the artificial-heart recipient was rendered momentarily
speechless by a painfully irritated throat. Meanwhile, doctors
said that William Schroeder, the second artificial heart recipient,
may never aprove enough to leave the hospital.
GRAND FORKS .4I1i FORCE BASE, N.D. — The Canadian
Supreme Court has cleared the way for today's first free-flight
test of an American cruise missile in Canada. One anti-nuclear
group planned to release 26 balloons in the missile's flight path in
a bid to disrupt the test.
ROME — Israel's prime minister, Shimon Peres, meets Pope
John Paul II today to discuss disputes between the Jewish state
and the Vatican that were aggravated by the pontiff's meeting
with Yasser Arafat, the PLO chairman. It will be the first
meeting between a Roman Catholic pope and an Israeli prime
minister since a stormy session in 1973 between Paul VI and Gold
Meir.
SAN JUAN IXHIATEPEC, Mexico — Children laugh and play
in a park where blocks of houses once stood before explosions at a
government petroleum storage plant erased much of the
working-class neighborhood. For those who choose to return and
rebuild, there are agonizing flashbacks of neighbors on fire running down the street and homes melting away to nothing.
WASHINGTON — American officials say they are refusing to
play "Uncle Sucker" when Japan opens its telecommunications
market to foreigners for the first time April 1.
WASHINGTON — In 1982, Democrat Frank McCloskey won
election to represent Indiana's 8th District by almost 6,500 votes.
When he ran against Republican Richard McIntyre last
November. McIntyre was certified the winner, with a margin of
34 votes, by Indiana's Republican secretary of state. Last month
the House, in a party-line vote, refused to seat either McCloskey
or McIntyre.
Today In History
Today is Tuesday. February 19th, the 50th day of 1985. There
are 315 days left in the year. Today is Shrove Tuesday.
Today's Highlight in History: On•February 19th, 1945,- during World War Two, U.S. Marines landed on the Japanese-held island
of Iwo Jima in the western Pacific.
Today's Birthdays: Former jockey Eddie Arcaro is 69. Actor
George Rose is 65. Actor Lee Marvin is 61. Singer Smokey Robinson is 45. Britain's Prince Andrew is 25.
Thought for Today: "Public opinion does not decide wljether
things are good or bad." — Cornelius Tacitus. Roman senator
and historian (C. A.D.56-A.D.115 ).

-Final Tenn-Tom dedication plans under way
MOBILE, Ala. (AP) — Final
plans are under way for the
dedication of the 234-mile
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway on May 31 and June 1 here,
at the Columbus, Miss., Lock
and Dam and at other points
along the barge canal.
The waterway, open since
Jan. 16, will be formally
dedicated in ceremonies sponsored by backers of the 12-year
ol4project carried out by the Army Corps of Engineers.
According to the corps, the

Columbus celebration, beginning at 9 a.m. May 31, will include
exhibits, demonstrations and industry showcases, as well as
musical and theatrical performances topped off by fireworks.
Two flotillas, one originating
at Mobile, and the other at
Paducah, Ky., will meet on the
site for a ceremony signifying
the connection of the inland
waterway systems.
The northern flotilla will initiate its voyage with a
ceremony May 25 at the

Paducah riverfront and will be
joined by boaters from the upper
Tennessee River. Following a
ceremony at the Yellow Creek
Port on the Tennessee, the
flotilla will sail for Columbus,
where a time capsule of items
collected along the way will be
buried.
The northbound flotilla will
leave Mobile on either May 25 or
26.
Governors from as far away
as Minnesota are expected at
the Columbus celebration with

IWO JIMA ( AP — American and Japanese veterans of the
fierce five-week struggle to take this rocky speck of land returned today to place a memorial above the sands of Iwo Jima in hope
so many lives — 27,000 — will never be sacrificed in war again.
Forty years ago today, three divisions of U.S. Marines waded
through the Pacific, coming ashore the volcanic ash beaches, 660
miles south of Tokyo.
When the battle ended on March 26, 1945, nearly 21,000
Japanese had been annihilated after fighting from caves and tunnels and being cut off from reinforcements. About 6,800
Americans were killed in the fight, one of the bloodiest battles in
World War II's four-year campaign in the Pacific.
American military strategists wanted Iwo Jima seized for use
as a base to launch fighter planes to escort B-29 bombers on raids
against major—Cities and industrial complexes in Japan's home
islands. Japan surrendered in August 1945, after atomic bomb attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
The battle for the pork-chop shaped island, three miles wide by
less than five mites long, lived on as the subject of the 1949 John
Wayne film, "Sands of Iwo Jima" and through a widely-known
Pulitzer Prize-winning photograph by Joe Rosenthal of the raising of the American flag by five Marines and a Navy corpsman.
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YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their fIcSme-clelivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
are urged to call 753-1916 bet
ween 5:30 p.m. end 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Satur,
days. Office Hours — 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday thru Friday, 8
a m..12 p.m. Saturday
•
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Funding for today's reunion and memorial came from veterans
associations in the United States and Japan. The family of
Wayne. the late actor, helped pay for the memorial.
In English and Japanese, the granite marker commemorates
the "reunion of honor" and expresses hope that "our sacrifices
will always be remembered and never be repeated."
The island, filled with sulfur mines, now has small U.S. and
Japanese military stations.
Among those returning were two of the approximately 19.000
Americans wounded in the assault..._...
One was Jacklyn Lucas. a Marine who had just turned 17 when
he smothered two Japanese hand grenades with his body-on the
battle's second day, saving several buddies and wounding
himself severely. Lucas. 57, of Bowie. Md. received the United
States' highest award for heroism, the Medal of Honor. He later
joined the Army and retired in 1965 as a captain. _
The other was Col. Charles Waterhouse, 60. of Edison. N.J .. the
only .Marine from the Iwo Jima battle still on active duty. Then a
20-year-old machine gunner, he was shot through the shoulder on
thellith_da.y,- during the battle for Mount Suribachi. the island's
550-foot dormant volcano. It was the same day that his regiment.
the 28th Marines, raised the American flag on the rocky peak

Pothole*: ts
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\\\SUNNY
Partly sunny and a high in
the lower 50s today. Tonight,
generally fair with a low in
the mid 30s. Wednesday, partly sunny and warm with
high in the mid to upper 50s.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for a Chance of showers
Thursday through Saturday
and above -normal
temperatures throughout the
period..

Ambassadors from 142 countries which trade'through the
Port of Mobile are expected in
Mobile rune 1. Celebrations will
include a seafood banquet for as
many as 1,500, a parade,
fireworks and a harbor boat
parade. United States and
NATO vessels have been invited
to participate.

Iwo Jima - Forty years ago today

today's index
Two Sections-20 Pages
Classifieds
10, 11
Comics
10
Crosswords
10
Dear Abby
6
Garrott's Galley
3
Horoscope
6
Murray Mitty
4, 5
Obituaries
12
Perspective
3
Sports
8, 9
FFA Section
12 pages

beakers of water from their
rivers to symbolize the mixing
of waters in mid-America's.
newest waterway.

INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE MADE AVAILABLE — Gary Cunningham. a junior political science major from-Marion. Ill. is shown above working on his taxes after being helped by Stephanie Brookhart. a
senior accounting.major from Fayetteville. N.C. Brookhart Is oneOf about 30 volunteers from the Beta
Alpha Psi accounting fraternity at VISU who ate 'currently helping students. 10% incomffamilies and
senior citizens with their income tax forms. The free service is a% killable each VI ednesdal afternoon in
the Mississippi Room of the ('urns Center on the MSU campus. and is coordinated by the fraternity'.
spobsor. Phil Tibbs, who reported that this is the fifth year for the service to be offered.

•
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FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
The state Department of
Highways will have less
money to fix roads this spring
because more money than
planned has gone to snow
removal, Transportation
Secretary Floyd Poore said.
The severe winter weather
has cost the state $10.5
million, about $4 million more
than usual for snow removal
and that's not including costs
from last week's snowstorm.
Poore said Monday.
The Transportation Cabinet
has had to dip into
maintenance funds allocated
for April through June to
meet the rising costa.
"It's going to be difficult
patching potholes and maintaining what we have until the
next budget year," which
begins July 1. he said.
Road Fund revenue, which
Is higher than estimated, may
provide about $3 million more
and could be used to offset the
added costs. Poore said.
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State archives hold gems of history for many residents
7"
.

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —
Turn historians loose in a room
of old documents, especially,a
room as big as two football
fields, and there's no telling
what they'll unearth. Occasionally, it's a gem of history.
"There's no guarantee you're
going to find something like
that," said senior state archivist
Walter Place,
but there's
always the hope."
And Place knows the feeling of
hope fulfilled.
Last summer while processing dusty court records, he
found a 1780 land grant signed
by Thomas Jefferson, then
governor of Virginia. It is only
the second Jefferson document
in the archives, joining another
land grant found several years
ago.
"We were thrilled over it, just
absolutely thrilled that one of
our founding fathers' documents
was right there," Place said in a
recent interview. "It made my
day,
tell you. It made my
'Week "
The grant conveyed to
William Preston 1.000 acres in

Virginia's Kentucky County, 12
years before Kentucky gained
statehood. The land was described as being "on the Ohio River,
near the Falls," but is otherwise
unidentifiable, Place said.
The document was found 1n
the chancery cases of the old
General Court, which was a
court of statewide jurisdiction
from 1792 to 1850. Work to sort
and restore the General Court
records has proceeded, off and
on, for three years.
"Various people have worked
on it," Place said. "I happened
to be- processing them at that
time and I discovered it. Having
seen the other Jefferson document, which has a curious
scrawl to the signature, I
recognized it right away."
About two cubic feet of
General Court records remain to
be processed. That might not
sound like much, "but it would
take weeks to go through"
because of the delicate handling
it requires, Place said. Each
piece of paper must be examined, appraised, arranged and

preserved in acid-free folders
and boxes__ ..
The records also yielded a
land grant signed by another
Virginia governor of note,
Patrick Henry, and "you never
know what's going to show up"
in the rest, Place said.
Also housed in the archives
are the papers of Kentucky's
governors, from Isaac Shelby to
John Y. Brown jr.
Papers of the early governors
are used mostly by scholars.
"There are so many things that
can be discovered, not about the
governors, but about the issues
they dealt with. Even if no one
ever looked, it's just the fact
that they are the memory bank
of the executive branch, its
heritage, and they should be
preserved," Place said.
The papers of Simon Bolivar
Buckner, a Confederate general
who was governor from 1887-91,
are particularly reflective of the
ideal and national issues of his
time, Place said.
Two of the odder pieces of the
Buckner collection are Ellison
Hatfield's written confession in

1888 to several murders in the
Hatfield-McCoy feud, and a letter from one of Buckner's
former Confederate troops, who
apparently had saved the
general from an assassination
attempt in Tennessee near the
close of the Civil War.
But Place's personal favorite
is a Sept. 22, 1814 letter to
Shelby. Kentucky's first governor, from steamboat inventor
Robert Fulton. It mentions the
"deep interest which the states
bordering on the Mississippi and
Ohio have in the success of
Steam Boats, which will convert
those Rivers into easy and commodious highways."
But Fulton had an urgent point
to make: One of his steamboats,
the Vesuvius, was stuck on a
sandbar in the Ohio, about 200
miles from Louisville, where he
feared "she will be attacked by
the Indians, for the object of
plunder. and perhaps burnt."
Fulton wanted Shelby to
dispatch 30 Kentucky
militiamen to protect the
Vesuvius, or to pry her from the

sandbar.
"That, to me, is the most colorful document we have. It's absolutely delightful," Place said.
Unfortunately, there is nothing
more in Shelby's papers about
the Vesuvius' fate, or Fulton's
plea for help.
Most of the archives millions
of documents are minutiae —
corporation records, sheriff's
bonds, tons of court papers and
plats from every water district
in Kentucky.
A few feet from the 1780 Jefferson land grant, for example,
was a long table bearing stacks
of Henderson County marriage
certificates. They had been shipped recently to the archives for
permanent storage and were being sorted, but appeared to span
1875 to 1893.
Marriage certificates probably - are of interest only to
genealogists now, and restoration of the damaged ones is a low
priority. But they receive
careful handling, said Edna
Milliken, manager of the
Department of Libraries' archives branch.

Altogether, 6,000 cubic feet of
records from state and local
agencies await microfilming
and storage, Mrs. Milliken said.
"This is one of the larger state
archives in the nation," she
said."We do not have branch archives. And we service all local
agencies, whereas some of the
states only service (the records
of) their state agencies."
Counties, usually pressed for
space, routinely ship records of
all descriptions to the archives
for restoration and storage.
Sometimes, however, originals
are returned after microfilming
at the county's request, Mrs.
Milliken said.
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The archives staff doesn't consider its tons of material, even
Its 19th century marriage certificates, uninteresting.
"I suppose people who work
with documents realize their
value and want to see them
preserved," Mrs. Milliken said.
"Most people really care. The
records become theirs; they
become very attached to them
and proud of them."

Two MSU- faculty
file suit against
board of regents

LOCAL Ft NI) IMRE KICKED OFF TODAY — Above, Bill
Adams. city fund drive chairman for the boy scout fund drive,
discusses the first phase of the local support effort with the three
team captains and their enrollers who will spend the next two

weeks soliciting donations from local businesses and
businessmen. The Century Division fund drive was officially
kicked off early today with this informal breakfast at the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.

Wet, dry...

Southern
States

Put your
tobacco
to
bed

with Reemay®
Plant
Covers
Tobacco seedbeds covered with
Reemay lower the chances of insect invasion, reduce the danger
of damping-off diseases and help
increase your profitability. Reemay
Spunbonded Polyester Tobacco
Bed Covers provide you with the
benefits of the "greenhouse effect."

Reemay offers you:
• Lower Cost

• Excellent growth
and vigor
• Light Weight, • No Shrinking
or
Less Work
Rotting
• High Strength • Maximum
• Multi-season Use Transplants
This season, see your Southern States
dealer for the popular Reemay plus
quality seed, feed, fertilizer and farm
supplies. Quality for Everyone.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
organizers hoped to collect
about 2,000. They had planned to
file the petitions with County
Clerk Marvin Harris Wednesday, but may have to collect
more names before doing so,
Huth said.
The petitions call for an April
23 citywide election on the sale
of alcoholic beverages in Murray. They mus be filed this
week in order to ,eet the statemandated deadlin of at least 60
days before the elfrtion date.
Further, the elèçtion cannot
be held within 30
ys of a
general election. Since e next
general election is the May 28
primary, election organizers
want the vote held 30 days
before while MSU students are
still attending school.
In order to call the election,
petitions need to bear the
signatures of at least 25 percent
of the people who voted in the
last general election. As 5,221 city residents voted in the
November election, approximately 1,300 signatures would
be required, according to the
county clerk's office.
The bulk of the signaturegathering has fallen to the SGA,
which supports the election but
has not taken a pro-wet position.
As of last Friday, only about 300
signatures had been collected,
but over the weekend close to
1,000 Were gathered, Huth said.
Students who aren't registered
to vote are being registered
prior to signing the petition, he
said.
While a loose association of
students, faculty, businessmen.
and physicians tries to get the
election issue on the ballot, an
organized anti-wet group composed primarily of clergymen is
already readying' itself for an
election campaign.
About three dozen ministers,
laymen and other persons met

at The -Giildeh Corral restaurant

last Friday, and discussed cam'
, paign strategy with Delbert
00 Reg. TMButts, executive director of the
Kentucky Tempfrance League.
Dupont Company
Butts has traveled throughout
4

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Two Murray State faculty
have filed a class-action suit
against the MSU Board of
Regents, contending the cuts in
faculty medical insurance
benefits were a' breach of
contract.
Dr. John Taylor and Dr.
Richard Usher filed the suit
Monday in Calloway County Circuit Court, on behalf of the faculty as a whole. The suit asks that
• insurance benefits cut by the
regents last November be
restored, and that faculty be
compensated for the benefits
lost since the cuts took effect
Jan. 1.
The suit was to be served to
MSU President Dr. Kale Stroup
and Board of Regents Chairman
Richard Frymire. Stroup said
she had not been served as of
this morning, and could not comment until she had seen a copy of
the suit.

Taylor and Usher, both
members of the Kentucky
Education Association, said the
the state for nearly 20 years,
faculty's case will be handled by
helping organize successful antiwet campaigns. He helped the the KEA at no cost to the faculty. Attorney Arthur L. Brooks of
dry forces prevail in the 1971
the Lexington firm Brooks, Coffcitywide local option election in
man and Fitzpatrick is
Murray.
representing the faculty.
The Rev. Greg Earwood of the
The suit stems from the
First Baptist Church, who was
regents' Nov. 3 decision to
designated to invite Butts, said
reduce faculty and staff medical
the group was advised to form a
insurance benefits, designed to
steering committee that will
nominate officers for a save the university about
community-wide o ganization. $300,000 in expenses. That action
followed months of study by
Earwood said the st ering comMSU administrators and the
mittee will meet 'Friday to
campus-wide Insurance and
a, develop a list of names, and that
Benefits Committee on ways to
Butts will attend a subsequent
reduce the costs of the insurance
community-wide meeting where
package, which is funded by the
officers will be elected.
university.
MSU's 1984-85 inButts also advised the group it
surance budget increased by
should make sure the petitions
some 37 percent from the
are carefully scrutinized, as
previous year.
there will be many invalid
signatures. The group discussed
The cuts increased out-patient
publishing the names of the per- and in-hospital deductibles and
sons signing the petitions, in a eliminated the $2 prescription
privately published brochure, drug card, among other
Earwood said.
changes. The changes took efShould the petitions be suffi- fect Jan. 1, the beginning of the
cient, the group will organize insurance contract year, but the
with a central" finance officer, middle of the faculty and staff
Earwood said. He said Butts ad- contract year.
vised them to be prepared to file
The fact the changes came in'
a financial report, and that the
the
middle of a contract is the
group plans to be "out-front
basis for the suit, Taylor said.
about where the money is com"When the university breaks
ing from."
my contract or a contract with
Asked if the group would acfaculty, that's a very serious ofcept contributions from out-ofcounty liquor retailers and bars. fense that has to be challenged,"
Taylor said. He said he would
Earwood said that has not been
have filed suit soon after the
addressed, but "I think most of
board's
action, but wanted the
us have some uncomforKEA to take the case as a classtableness about that."
Although the election organiz, action suit. The KEA board
unanimously voted to do so last
ing group pushed its petition
month, he said.
drive as a non-partisan effort to
elicit communIt}i sentiment on
"The KEA can't stand still
liqudr sales, Earwood said that and let governmental agencies
"most or all of us at the meeting
break contracts," Taylor said.
believe the sides are drawn. I
Usher said he had met with
don't think there's any inStroup several times between
between ground.." The anti-wet the time the suit was prepared
group feels current liquor laws, some weeks ago and the regents'
should be better enforced, but
meeting last Saturday, to seek
doesn't favor an election on the an agreement that would, make
issue, he said.
the suit unnecessary. When
Steering committee members regents failed to take action or
are Earwood,John .Dale,- Tom
even, discuss the matter last
Small, Wayne Williams, David
weekend, "I really felt we had
'Roos, Walter Mischke, Ed
no alternative but to file the
Davis, Darrell Ramsey, Ercel suit."
Carter, Hoyt Roberta, Owen
Usher is president of the
Billington, Dean Rosa and
Faculty Senate, but emphasized
he is not part of the suit on
Luther May.

behalf of the senate. He said he
would discuss the suit with the
senate Executive Committee
Tuesday afternoon.

Board meets for
executive session
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The Murray Board of Education met Monday night in executive session to discuss "personnel" matters. No official action was taken and no
statements were issued concerning the closed meeting.

'Spelling Bee"
is rescheduled
for Calloway
The Calloway County Education Association and the Murray
Theaters are sponsoring the annual Calloway County "Spelling
Bee" Wednesday, Feb. 20 at 1
p.m., in the Calloway County
Board office.
Tommy Brown, manager of the
Murray Theaters, will present
the first place winner with $50
and all contestants with passes to
the Murray Theaters. The
Calloway Co&nty Education
Association will present the first
place winner with $25, 2nd place
with $15 and third place winner
will receive $10.
Parents of contestants and interested citizens are invited tc
attend.
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More Century Club
contributors listed
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(Editor's note: Following is a
list of persons who have already
contributed to the 1985 Century
Club. The Ledger and Times will
publish weekly updates of
contributors.)
Thanks to the following people
who have already made their 1985
Century Club contribution:

Jam
Count:
Naval

Businesses The Apple Tree School, Merchants
;rain. Inc . Ellis Popcorn. Hopkinsville Federal
Savings k Loan. Kentucky Lake 011. Lincoln
Federal Savings & Loan, Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Murray Ledger & Times. Murray Insurance Agency. Murray Supply. Inc . Murray .Warehousing
Roberts Realty ihd ;Thurman
Corp . Inc
Furniture
.Individuals hr Bill Allbritten, hr Rose Bogal
Allbritten. Frank & Cheryl Reamer. Dr & Mrs
Durwood Beatty. Dr Richard Blalock, Dr & Mrs
James I. Booth. Dr & Mrs James Bryn. Jerry
Mac Bprkeen. Mr & Mrs Bob Cook, Geneva
Jackson Cooper. Betty Driver. Mr. & Mrs Joe
Dyer. Dr Harvey Elder. Dr Marti Erwin. Dr &
Mrs Robert C Etherton. Tat Fannin. Jeanette
Furches, Steve & Joyce Gordon. Mr & Mrs
Robert Hendon, Donna Is Woody Herndon. Dr k
Mrs Karl Hussung tic & Mrs Uoyd Jacks. Dr
& Mrs Robert Glin Jeffrey, Dr & Mrs Conrad
Jones. Mrs Rosie Jones. Dr & Mrs Roy Kirk. Dr
Alice Koenecke, Pete Lancaster. Judge & Mrs
James 11 Lassiter. Dr Jean Lorrah. Dr lk Mrs
C Lowry Dr S Mrs Paul I.yons. Mr & Mrs
James MattJuii, Mrs Edna McKhusey. Mrs
Henry McKenzie. Nancy Lee Nygaard. Dr & Mrs
George Oakley. Dr & Mrs Mike Ridley. Dr &
Mrs Jack Rose. Dr & Mrs Bill Seale. Mr & Mrs
Bill Seale. Mr & Mrs Dan Shipley. Dr & Mrs
James Sickel. Bert & Sharon Slebold. TOra a
Margaret Simons, Jane Sisk, Br Lanett, Thur
man, fir & Mrs Vaughn Vandergrift. Joe & Janet
Ward. Auburn Wells. Dr & Mrs Harry M'hayne.
Dr & Mrs Ken Winters. sirs %1 0 Wrather. Dr
Yushin You, Mr & Mrs Burton Young, Gary &
Margaret Yon!. and Dr & Mrs Farouk Umar
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All former Century Club donors
who - have not yet Mailed their
1985 contribution are encouraged
to do so before the volunteers
meet on Feb. 26. This will enable
volunteers to contact new
prospects.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

College challenge
During the last two years,
American elementary and
secondary schools have been
scored for their inadequacies
by numerous national studies.
Only recently, however, have
the educational critiques
turned their attention to the
country's 3,000 colleges and
universities.
In October, a study by the
National Institute of Education warned of a serious erosion in the quality of learning
on the nation's campuses during the last two decades. The
research arm of the U.S. Education Department was especially critical of colleges and
universities for neglecting
their undergraduate curricula.
A month later, the National
Endowment for the Humanities released a report blasting
higher education for its "lifeless" and "arid" teaching in
the humanities. It complained
.of a "failure of nerve and
faith" on the part of university
faculties and administrators
and called for radical changes
in the recruitment and training of scholars who teach survey courses at the undergraduate level.
The most recent indictment
comes from an Association of
- American Colleges' (AAC)
study, which says U.S. colleges
and universities have allowed
their undergraduate curricula
to slip into a state of "disar:
ray" and "incoherence" that
devalue many college degrees
in this country. Specifically,
the 47-page study chides the
schools for becoming "supermarkets" where students are
allowed to select course offerings at random and where
professors are more interested in scholarly research than
their primary teaching mission.
The study's conclusions indeed are validated on campuses across the country.
During the last two decades,
numerous colleges and universities seem to have been more
concerned about faculty convenience than student learning. Professors who secure research grants or publish schol-
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If you work in an air-polluted situation

arly articles in academic,
journals are regularly
rewarded with reduced class
schedules; some teach no regular classes and lecture only
infrequently. Thus, millions of
undergraduates are being
If you are a farmer, a beautitaught by teaching assistants
or new instructors who lack cian, a painter in an auto body
shop or if you work in any kind of
the depth of knowledge and environme
nt in which your lungs
the classroom experience to are subjected to excessive
enliven their subjects.
foreign particles in the air, I hope
Not surprisingly, the AAC you don't experience the misforstudy finds that today's col- tune which has befallen my son's
lege graduates are generally father-in-law.
His name is J. 0.
less well-prepared to enter the but everyone calls himBradshaw,
Othel, his
work force than were their middle name. He lives at Cottonwood, Ala., a small farming comimmediate predecessors.
This bleak finding is sup- munity just south of Dothan and
ported by _a recent report by barely more than a mile from the
Alabama-Florida line.
the Carnegie Foundation for
Othel has farmed all his life. He
the Advancement of Teaching. grew up on a farm, and has raisWe learn that American cor- ed hundreds of acres of corn,
peanuts, soybeans, tomatoes and
porations currently are spend- the
like over the years. He also
ing nearly $60 billion a year to has sprayed his ground
and crops
teach their employees — with untold gallons of insecmany of whom have college ticides, pesticides'and herbicide's,
degrees — a wide range of apparently without a protective
mask across his face to keep
courses from remedial read- them
out of his lungs.
ing and basic math skills to
Now in his late 50s, he is vircollege algebra, foreign languages, psychology and eco- tually an invalid. Unable to walk
more than .a few hundred feet
nomics.
without getting out of breath, he
That so many college grad- has become the prisoner of an
uates are deficient in these oxygen-making machine. Most of
subjects is a Stinging indict- his time is spent in his home.
ment of the nation's system of tethered to a 40-foot-long plastic
to his nostrils.
higher education, which clear- • hose leading
If he wants to get outside for a
ly has failed to provide a com- while, he must take a small
prehensive curriculum for cylinder of oxygen along. It will
today's students. Higher • edu- supply his breathing needs for a
cation's obvious response couple hours.
should be to strengthen underI saw Othel this past Christmas
graduate course offerings and Day, a picture. of'health but a
require a greater percentage prisoner of that plastic hose and
his oxygen machine, in his big
of lower-level courses
Lazy Boy recliner. It is sad to see
taught by experienced profe7— him likR that, because Othel loves
sorS.
This doesn't mean that research and good teaching are
mutually exclusive. To the
contrary, professors should be
encouraged to continue their
scholarly pursuits with the understanding that advanced
0
knowledge should sharpen
their classroom skills. When
superior teachers finally are
accorded the same professional status and perquisites as
are researchers, most of
America's colleges and universities will have met that
challenge.

save your lungs by wearing a face mask
the outdoors.
He likes to hunt, has a mobile
home on a fresh-water lake
where he loves to relax and fish,
and he got such enjoyment from
weekends on the beach at
Panama City 60 miles away with
one or more of his five children
and his 11 grandchildren.
•••
•
I told Ann Hayes of Othel's problem, and asked her to explain to
me in detail just what has happened to him. Ann is a certified
respiratory therapy technician at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She has been with the
hospital off and on for 15 years —
the last 11 fulltime.
Using a big chart on a wall
showing the lungs, Ann told me
that more than likely the
microscopic air sacks in Othel's
lungs -- medically known as
"alveolus" — have become so
clogged and hardened from
chemical particles inhaled over
the years that their ability to do
their job has been destroyed.
There are hundreds of these
tiny air sacs in our lungs, she explained. It is their job to handle
the automatic and instantaneous
transition of carbon dioxide being
expelled from the blood pumped
through the lungs by the heart
and the replacement of it with oxygen taken from the air we
breathe, which then is carried to
all parts of the body by the heart.
This gives us the energy we
must have in order for the
muscles of our body to function.
"If all these little alveoli in our
lungs were spread out in one
piece,like a fish net, they would
cover an area the size of a football field," she said. "There are

just that many of them."
When these tiny air sacs are
clogged up, or their function is
hindered by a buildup of foreign
matter in them the blood simply
cannot give off the carbon dioxide and nirk up the oxygen.
"We call tbis intersticial
disease, or hardening of the
alveolus," she said, "and there is
no cure for it. We can help people
with the problem to breathe and
stay alive only by supplying them
with oxygen from an artificial
source just as your son's fatherin-law is getting," she said.
•• •
The lungs' major air cleaning
mechanism, Ann went on to tell
me,is the "bronchial cilia," hairlike projections located in all the
organ's larger air passages.
She referred to • them as
"nature's vacuum cleaners."
pointing to several of their locations on the wall chart and explaining their constant, upward,
sweeping motion.
The main job of the bronchial
cilia, she said, is to catch foreign
particles entering the air
passages of the lungs, wrap them
in a sticky-like mucous which
thecAecrete, either to be coughed up and expelled through the
mouth or swallowed.
"Smoking, particularly. impairs the action of the bronchial
-cilia," she emphasized, adding
that "it allows a buildup of this
mucous, which also. backs up,
blocking the smaller air sacs of
the lungs, including the alveolus,
or the tiny ones we earlier talked
about."
•••
When the lungs' job — that of
instantaneous removal of carbon
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RUMOR HA5 IT THAT WHEN
HE RETIRES,HE MAY COME

BACK TO CAMPUS AND
TEACH A COURSE.
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business mirror

by tom minehart

Center endeavors to remove ineffective bosses
GREENSBORO, N.C.(AP) —
The Center for Creative Leadership is working to make the
autocratic. crusty — and
'therefore ineffective — executive a thing of the past, but
it's not a matter of bossing the
bosses.
"Our society has a profound
ambivalence about authority
figures," Dr. David DeVries, executive vice president of the
center, said in an interview at its
headquarters outside
Greensboro.
"We don't preach at them. We
don't tell thgm exactly what to
do; we give suggestions. The
manager is always in the
driver's seat."
The center trained about 5,600
managers last year — about 60
percent from business and 40
percent from education, government and public service, said
DeVries,
About 20 percent of the latter
were from the military. The Army gives all its Kew lirigadier
generals the option of taking the
center's 1..eadership Develop-ment Program, its "flagship
project," and many do.
One of them was Brig. Gen.
James Dozier, who later was
kidnapped by the Red Brigades
in Italy in December 1981 and

dioxide from the blood pumped
through it by the heart and the
replacement of it with life.
sustaining oxygen from the air —
is hindered in any way, this puts
additional strain on the heart
"You often hear of people dying of emphysema, generally
brought on by smoking tobacco."
Ann went on, •'but they don't die
of emphysema. They die of heart
failure brought on by the additional stress put on it because of
impairment of the parts of the
lungs. It all just becomes too
much for the heart. It simply
quits."
•••
Without giving any names, Ann
went on to tell me about some
lung impairment cases with
which she is familiar. One was a
beautician who had .to retire
because the air sacs in her lungs
had become so heavily coated as
the result of her constantly being
exposed to hair sprays she used
on her customers.
"Today, she is virtually an invalid," she said. "She simply
cannot breathe without a source
of supplemental oxygen."
There are numerous case
records in her office — mostly of
young men — who have the same
problem." brought about by
spray painting cars in enclosed
areas of local auto cleant.ip shops
without using! air-filtering face
masks.
.•
"They are the macho type."
she said, sadly shaking her head.
'They think. 'Av... that stuff won't
bother me. I don't need one of
those masks.' It is sad to see what
eventually happens to them
•• •
So, if there is anything to be
learned from the story of my
son's father-in-law and from the
dangers Ann has flagged, it is
simply this:
If you work in an environment
in which you may be breathing
air polluted with quantities of
foreign particles, for your own
sake wear a face mask. The life
you save will be your- -own
There's nothing macho about
hastening to the cemetery.

-7

looking bask
Ten years ago
ILL C.S. Lowry, a teaching legend on Murray State
campus,
reliPived a standing ovation from more than 300 colleagues
.
former students and friends last night at a dinner in his
honor at
Murray State University.
The home of Tommy Thurman on Whiskey Ridge Road
was
destroyed by fire last night.
Don Brock has been named as the supervisor of the local
Comprehensive Care Center.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Morris Reid
Dunn, Feb. 10.
Mrs. Ella Morris celebrated her 98th birthday on Feb. 2 with
a
family dinner in her home.
Twenty years ago
Hafford Adams, Jr., is right-of-way agent
for the Kentucky
Highway- Department here. He has been
selected to attend a
three-weeks Right-of-Way Training School
at the University of
Kentucky College of Engineering, Lexington.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Balentin, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ornold Hendrickson and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Adams.
The Creative Arts Department of the
Murray Woman's Club
will have an open house tto exhibit work
of local students on Feb.
23 at the club house.
Thirty years ago
James B. Woods and Joseph G. Warlord, both of Calloway
County, are among the seaman .recruits at the United States
Naval Training Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
Miss Pauline Burkeen, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Barnes
Burkeen, and PFC. Roy Franklin Crotzer
were married Feb. 10
at Corinth: Miss.
The Rev. David Meyer is pastor of the North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
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rescued after 42 days.
ship. For example. center scien"He said the project helped
tists Morgan W. McCall Jr. and
him cope and better understand
Michael M. Lombardo comhis captors," said DeVries. "He
pared successful executives and
felt he was better able to avoid
similarly talented people who
alienating them. The program
for some reason did not make it
teaches you to see yourself as
to the top.
others see you."
, They found that the "arThe program brings together
rivers" had more diversity in
managers from a wide variety
their success and were calmer,
of fields so they can learn from
more apt to admit mistakes and
each others' challenges. Exerlearn from them and more
cises and simulations allow
single-minded in their pursuit of
center staffers, vwho.are trained
excellence than. the "derailed"
in psychology, economics and
executives.
other fields, to assess the exThe arrivers also had more inecutives' strengths and
tegrity and more ability to get
weaknesses. Feedback also
along with all types of people.
comes from fellow participants.
while the derailed managers
although the program avoids-the
were generally insensitive and
criticism sessions of sensitivity
more interested in their own
training.
careers than in helping the
.The participants also serve as organization.
guinea pigs for the center's
.Despite some problems with
ongoing research.
style, most executives at the top
Tuition for the Leadership get there because they are
Development Program is $2,250, - qualified, other center studies
but much of the center's $4.7 found.
million income comes from the
"We do not find the Peter
Smith Richardson Foundation, Principle played out," _DeVrtels
-"which began trie ttritetlet 1077i 'said in i•ererehce 'to the theory
The foundation was established
that most employees are proin 1938 by H. Smith Richardson
moted to their level of
of Vick Chemical Co.
incompetence.
In addition to its training mis"Our research on leaders
sion, the center publishes shows that the cream rises
to the
reports and articles on leader- tit) in most organizations."

I.

Dear Editor-.
Commendations on' your- new
format for dealing with the arts.
cultural activities, and. other en.
joyable pursuits. I refer, of
course, to the "At Your Leisure"
appearing
weekly
on
Wednesdays in The Murray
Ledger & Times.
I have been told the innovation
is the creation of Charles Honey,.
Staff Writer. He is, also, to be
commended.
Many advantages accrue from
the format. Readers soon learn to
look for this section. The wide
variety of subjects dealt with.
make for interesting reading
Readers are informed of the up
coming
events
••What —
"Where?" and - Wher-C - are
answered On occasion. we also
learn "Why?" and "How"'
It is relatively easy for readers
to establish the habit of looking
for the information each Wednes.
day and to clip or write down the
information which interests
them.
Murray Civic Music Associa
non is my paramount interest
MCMA members are apprised or
the concerts to be presented
Another result is new interest in
NICMA is created and current interest is maintained or. perhaps,
heightened. Surely the same advantages accrue to the other
organizations
and, events
presented in "At Your Leisure "
Murray continues to be the
"Cultural and Artistic Center" of
Western
Kentucky
Local
residents are fortunate
Charles Honey is an outstanding writer Arts and leisure
organizations are fortunate that
he is helping in this manner to
publicize the array of events in
Murray.
Thank you: Dear Sir.- for
publishing an exce1-117nt daily
newspaper dealing with local
events of all types and including
the arts in so effective a manner.
Very truly yours. •
Kathryn Carman
VP, Public Relattms
Murray
Music
Civic
Association
505 S. Ilth Street
Murray. KY 42071
7
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Anniversary reception on Sunday Pentrich-Jackson vows solemnized
Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Ooper of Rt. 2. Murray,
will celebrate their 40th
wedding anniversary on
Sunday. Feb. 24.
A reception in their
honor will be hosted by
their children at the
University Branch of
the Bank of Murray
from 2 to 4 p.m.
All .friends and
relatives are invited to
attend. The family requests that guests not
bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
were married by Harold
Watson, Church of
Christ minister, on Feb.
24, 1945 at his home in
Murray.
Mrs. Cooper, the
former Emma Jean
Boggess. is the daughter
of the late MN . Boggess
and Irene Pace Boggess. She is employed
by the Apple Tree
School.
Mr. Cooper is the son
of the late Will Cooper
and Maude Armstrong
Cooper. He is employed
at Murray State
University.
,They are the pa:rents
"Jr. and Mrs. Rex Cooper
of one son, James
Ronald Cooper and his daughter. Debbie Sloan
Their four " grand- Cooper, Memphis, and
wife, Faye, of Memphis. and her husband. Jim, children are Russell Grant Sloan and Greg
Tenn.. and of one of Mayfield.
Cooper and Janet Sloan. Mayfield.

WCSD-TV plans special 15rograms
WCSD-TV Channel 28,
Calloway County High
School,' has plannld
"Current Focus" pro-,
grams this week. The
shows are shown from
8:30 to 9 a.m.
All programs have
been researched and
produced by the
students on the WCSDTV staff.
The program
presented on Monday
was "Calloway Speech

Team: A 15-Year
Dynasty." It centered
on the eight-time state
champion team. A look
back at the past 15 years
included comments
from former team
members as well as
summaries of competition and successful
years.
Today's program was
"Rape.•* a worldwide
problem. Gayle Cor-

nelison and Joy Mills
discussed ways in which
to prevent one from
becoming another rape
victim.

heating costs.

"Financial Aid at
MSU" will be the program on Thursday. This
will include an interWednesday's pro- view with Johnny
gram will be "Safety McDougal from the
Tips in Using Kerosene Financial Aid DepartHeaters." It will include ment at Murray State
the care of kerosene University. Topics to be
heaters. The guests will discussed will be
inform persons on how deadlines and how to apto safely use kerosene ply for grants, loans and
heaters and how to cut student work.

The Murray Woman's
Club House was the setting for the winter wedding of Miss Julia Ann
Pentrich and Mark Alan
Jackson.
Parents of the bride
are Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Pentrich of Rt. 3,
Fulton.
The groom is the son
of Ms. Betty Jackson
and Bennie Jackson of
Murray.
Harold Irvan performed the double ring
ceremony. The music
was presented by Jackie
Fulton of Mayfield,
pianist, and Jennie
Houk of Wingo, soloist.
The vows were exchanged in front of the
fireplace. The mantle
was covered with
magnolia leaves held on
each side with a five
unit candelabrum and
centered with an arrangement of burgundy
and ctustry rose roses,
lilies, pixie carnations
and baby's breath.
On each side of the
fireplace were spiral
candelabra and in the
center was a unity candle which was lit during
the ceremony by the
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Alan.fackson
bride and groom.
The bride was and dusty rose carriaCausey and Mrs. Greg Clayton of Paris,
escorted to the altar by tions, greenery and
Mulcahy each carried Tenn., cousin of the
her father and given in baby's breath.
three burgundy roses groom.
marriage by her
Mrs. Tracy Miller of with greenery
and
A reception followed
parents.
Rt. 1, Sedalia, was the baby's breath.
in the downstairs recepShe wore a formal matron of honor. The
The groom 'Wore his tion room of the club
gown of white -organza bridesmaids were Mrs.
Marine Corps dress house.
with a portrait neckline Lisa Causey of Rt. 1,
blues.
outlined in silk, lace and 'Farmington, and Mrs.
The bride is residing
Gary Ward of Hazel,
pearls, a natural waist Lou Mulcahy of Fulton. brother-in-l
aw' of the with her parents and is
bodice, and full sheer Miss Stephanie Ward,
groom, served as best employed at Union City:
sleeves With lace at the niece of the groom,
man. Groomsmen were Tenn.'
cuffs.
served as flower girl.
Andy Jackson of Paris,
The groom is stationHer full flowing skirt
The matron of honor Tenn., cousin of the ed at Camp Lejeune.
with silk motifs scat- and flower girl wore a
groom, and Bob N.t'.. but is now on
tered on it formed a burgundy tea -length
Hargrove of Murray, special assignment in
chapel train. Her double gown with elbow length
brother-in-law of the the Mediterranean Sea
veil of illusion was at- puffed sleeves, a fitted
Area.
groom.
tached to a pearl and bodice and full flowing
The groom's mother
Chad Ward, nephew of
lace coveredjuliet cap. skirt. The bridesmaids'
the groom, served as Was hostess for the
The bride carried a dresses were the ,same
ringbearer. Ushers rehearsal dinner held at
cascade bouquet of style in dusty rose.
were Sheldon Calvin of the home of Mr. and
burgundy roses, white
Mrs. Miller, Mrs. Dyersburg. Tenn., and Mrs. Bob HargrOVe.
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Murrayan wins prize, recipe contest
Mrs. Glinda Jeffrey,
Food Service Director,
Murray City Schools,
recently won a new
Panasonic FM-AM-FM
Stereo Cassette
Recorder in a recipe
contest.
The Murray woman
entered the Burry Shell
Contest, sponsored by
the Quaker Oats Company, Food Service
Division, Chicago, Ill.
The contest was for
recipes using the Burry
Tart shell.
The stereo radio.
cassette recorder was a

fifth place prize. The
first place prize was a
trip to Hawaii; the second, a Caribbean
cruise; the third, a trip
to Disneyland or
Disneyworldl the
fourth, a Panasonic
travel television-radio;
and the sixth, a
Panasonic personal
stereo radio.
Mrs. Jeffrey has won
an all-expense trip to
the national convention
of the American School
Food Service Association in a contest sponsored by Lamb-Weston,
Portland, Ore.
She has been a winner
in the Murray Ledger &
Times Holiday
Cookbook and in 1971
was the winner of an
automobile at a food
show held by The
Evansville Food Company, Evansville, Ind.
Mrs. Jeffrey said she
"enjoys cooking and
loves to experiment to
come up with new
recipes and new ideas
for her family at home

central center 753-3314

Half-Cardigan
Stitch Cotton- Sweater
with Mesh Short Sleeves
and Shoulder.
Natural or Light Pink.
S-M-L
Only $22.00

Bamboo Stitch
Lap Sleeve.
Cotton/Rayon
Flashback
Black or. White
S-M-L
Only $22.00

Leslie Brooke
Hatfield
7-month -old daughter
of
Rick di Cindy
Hatfield
1:15.5:11
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"Watch Our,
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WINNER —
CONfE
Jeffrey shows
the new FM-AM-FM Stereo Radio Cassette
Recorder she won recently in a recipe-contest.
pkui mixture and cook
until further thickened.
Pour each tart shell
half full of pumpkin
mixture.
Spread thin coating of
Pumpkin
following walnut MixSurprise Tarts
ture on pumpkin
Beat three egg yolks. mixture.
Add to 3 cups cooked
Pour remainder of
pumpkin and set aside. pumpkin mixture into
Mix 14 cup white tart shells.
sugar, 14 cup brown
Cool.
sugar, 2 tablespoons
Top with whipped
cornstarch, 1 teaspoon cream (I put a dollop in
cinnamon. 14 teaspoon center).
salt,
teaspoon
Sprinkle with chopped
nutmeg, % teaspoon walnuts.
ginger.
Walnut Mixture
Gradually stir one 14
Lightly sautee 14 cup
oz. can, condensed milk chopped 'walnuts and
into mixture.
grated orange rind from
Add 2 tablespoons two oranges in 3 tablesbutter.
poons butter and 14 cup
Cook until mixture brown sugar.
begins to thicken (over
(Note: This needs to
low heat).
be used while warm so
Slowly add to pum- butter does not solidify.)
as well as her emetic:led
family' of the Murray
City School students."
Her winning recipe is
as follows:

Top selling records listed
Best-selling country 5. "Something In My
western records of the Heart," Ricky
Skaggs
week of Feb. 17 based on
6. "She's Gonna Win
Cashbox magazine's na- Your Heart,"
Eddy
tionwlde survey were as Raven
*follows:
7. "Baby's Got Her
1. "Make My Life Blur Jeans On,"
Mel
With You," The Oak McDaniel
Ridge Boys
8. "Baby Bye Bye,"
2. "One Owner Gary Morris
Heart," T.G. Sheppard
9. "My Baby's Got
3. ''Ain't She
Somethin' Else," Con- Good Timing." Dan
Seals
way Twiny
10. "All Tangled Up In
4. "Yoti Turn Me On,"
Love," Gus Hardin
Ed Bruce
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Corning community events annoUnCed
Tuesday, Feb. 19

CAREFREE LIVING — Cool, correct and wearable, these
separates add up to easy living with sophisticated style. Checkerboard thigh-length oversized tunic in handkerchief-weight 100
percent cotton gauze is paired with matching gauze pants in mid•
calf length, tucked at the bottom for added style. (At Lady
Madonna Maternity Boutiques.).
.1

Newborn admissions, dismissals
released by the local hospital
Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway Cqunty Hospital for Thursday, Feb. 14, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby - Girl Henson,
parents, Jeanette and
Howard, R/. 5, Benton;
Baby Girl Arnold,
mother, Teresa, Rt. 1,
Henry, Tenn.;
Baby Boy Morgan,
mother, Carol, 201
North 16th St., Apt. A.
Murray;
Baby Boy Crawford,
parents, Rh! and
Phillip, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Nicholas McClure, Rt.
2; Mrs. Flossie L.
Smith, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Luann
Haley, A-7 Mur-Cal
Apt.; Miss Sarah
Berlyne Ferguson, J-5
Southside Manor;
Jason W. Owen, 105
North 16th St.; Charles
Jermaine Scott, G-4
Murray Manor; Mrs.
Josie Kathleen Riley,
Rt. 2; Carless Vernon
Cook, Box 725,
Mayfield;
Paul Thomas
Copeland, Rt. 7; Eric
Earl Kent, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Linda Kay Watkins, Rt.
1, Puryear, Tenn.; Bobby E. Rodgers, 510
South Eighth St.;
Harry E. York, 302
Wynn, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Hazel M. Alton, Rt.
2, Hazel; John C.
Williams, 1503 Parkane ;
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Durbin, Rt. 7, Mayfield;

Murray Assembly No.
a Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the club house.
————
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
————
Murray -Calloway
County League of
Women Voters will hold
a community program
on the "Status of Environmental Legislation" at 7:30 p.m. in
Arts Annex of Calloway
Public Library. For information call 753-6532.
————
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
762-2504.
————
Stephen amd ' Ellie
Brown will- present a
free duo-piano recital at
8 p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall: Fine Arts Center,
Murray State
University.
————
Kier, singer, will present a free concert at 8
p.m. in the Stables
Lounge,. Currie tenter,
Murray State
University.
————
Trustee meeting will
be held by Murray
Eagles Aerie 4071.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
————
Quilt Lovers will meet
at 6 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library.

Mrs. Beulah M. Cain, Frances Fones, 509
Rt. 1, Almo; Jesse W. Beale St.; Mrs. Imogene
Brandon, 4030 Minnich L. Seward, Box 334,
Ave., Paducah; Mrs. Paris, Tenn.;
Doyle M. Parker, 610
Miss Angela D.
Ellis Dr.;
Davenport, Rt. 1, HarAustin Jennings, Rt. din; Miss Anna M. Mc6; Mrs. Mamie Adams, Clure, 305 Sandra St.,
Rt. 1, Farmington; Miss Paris, Tenn.; Miss
Oratorical Contest,
Ruby I. Turner (ex- Peggy Diane Hunt, 609 sponsored by Murray
pired) Convalescent Olive St.;
Optimist Club, will be at
Division, Murray Eli F. Alexander, E-5, 6:30 p.m. in Special
Calloway County Murray Manor; Ed- Education Building,
Hospital.
ward Miller Skinner, 403 Murray State
South - 16th- St.; Stanley University.
————
Newborn admissions A. Hopkins, Box 632,
————
and dismissals at Murray;
Wednesday,Feb.20
Murray-Calloway CounMission study on the
Mrs. Nannie Jane
ty Hospital for Friday. Barnes 609 Third St., book of Ephesians will
Feb. 15, have been Fulton; Bennie B. be at 9:30 a.m. at Hazel
Parker, Rt. 1, Paris, United Methodist
released as follows:
Tenn.; Joseph A. Olson, Church.
Newborn admissions
Baby Boy Musser, West View Nursing
————
parents, Glenda and Home;
Ash Wednesday serRaymond, Rt. 5,
Robert R. Allbritten, vices will be at noon and
Mayfield;
Rt. 2, Hazel; Guy I. Bog- at 7 p.m. at St. Leo's
Baby Girl Smith, gess, Rt. 1, Hardin; Catholic Church.
parents, Marcia and Mrs. Fannie Dell
——— —
Bazzell, 818 Hurt;
Jimmy, Rt. 8, Benton;
Calloway County
Mrs. Hattie F. Elkins, Education Association
Baby Boy Wattier,
parents, Debbie and West View Nursing and the Murray
Mark, 1703 Holiday Dr., Home; Mrs. Erin G. Theaters will sponsor
Reed, 1002 Payne St.; the annual Calloway
Murray;
Baby Girl Lee, Mrs. Nellie M. Ramsey, County Spelling Bee at 1
parents, Betty and Rt. 1, Dexter;
p.m. at the Calloway
John E. O'Bryan, Rt. County Board Office.
James, Rt. 6, Paris,
4, Benton; Mrs. Opal
Tenn.;
————
Baby Girl Doughty. Tyree Hale (expired)
J.N. Williams Chapter
parents, Tammie and Rt. 8; Mrs. Mary Bell of the United
Daughters
Jimmie, Rt. 1, Water Ridings (expired) West of the
Confederacy will
Valley.
View Nursing Home.
have a luncheon at noon
Dismissals
Mrs. •Ruth Loretta
Brannon, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn-; Dennis
E. Dockery, Box 4345
Franklin Hall; Michael
Wayne Dowdy, Rt. 1,
Almo;
' .CAMDEN, Maine delivered her applicaMrs. Velvet D. (AP) — At 87, Casey tion — one of 40,000 — to
Dowdy, Rt. 1, Sedalia; Stengel's cousin the National
Mrs. Moline Bennett, Drusilla has explored Aeronautics and Space
Hazel; Mrs. Mary the Amazon, nowt.'" Administration.
across Europe in . a ' "They should send
single-engine plane and me," Mrs. Stengel said.
boarded a zeppelin. Now "I have never been airshe wants to explore sick in my life. I have
outer space.
absolutely no fear. I've
"My teeth are my got one of those irown. My health is ex- repressible spirits."
cellent. I only need
Mrs. Stengel said her
glasses
to read the fine selection would be a
sightseers, who get a
vicarious thrill out of. print," said Mrs. morale boost for the
watching other people Stengel, a retiree who elderly.
"They want a male
zigzag or glide through has asked to be the
the hollow tube of water. school teacher whom science teacher, who
Demographics in the President Reagan has after the flight would
survey showed people proposed sending spend a year talking
age 18-25 did more aboard the space about the experience.
But can you imagine the
board surfing, while an shuttle.
Aides to Sen. William outcry of women
older, more affluent
crowd, age 25-50. did S. Cohen, R-Maine, educators?" she said.
more windsurfing.
The surf shops
reportedly gain most of
their income from sales
and rentals of surfing
equipment. In Honolulu
County, however, there
JEWELERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
is a city ordinance pro314 MAIN STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY
4502, 753 7111
hibiting the sale or ren'
The Essence of Distinction
•tal of equipment on the
beach. One Kallua shop
loses
'
owner says he
4iike are proud to
about $200 a day
announce
that Amy
because of the law.
Noffsinger, brideThe UN survey also
elect of Kevin P.
reported on the illegal
Medley, has made
manufacture of surfselections from
her
boards. According to the
our bridal registry.
results. 20 percent of the
Their wedding will be
entire industry's sales
Agri, 6, 1985
lait year went to
backyard surfboard
kier
makers.

Teacher retiree wants
to be on space shuttle

Hawaii capitalizes
by surfing industry

1

HONOLULU (AP) —
The surf, one of
Hawaii's unique attractions, is a boon to the
state's tourist industry.
The surfing industry
itself has become a
multimillion-dollar industry, according to
results of a survey conducted by the University of Hawaii Sea Grant
Program.
"A survey of the Surfshop Industry in
Hawaii" reports the industry takes in about $9
million per year in
revenue, and contributes more than
$400,000 a year to the
state in taxes.
The results were obtained from 18 of 30 surfing shop owners.
The survey reports
22,000 people surf, but
only a few can handle
the big waves on the
north shore of Oahu.
The fattous. Banzai
Pipeline, Sunset Beach
and Waiter Beach are
irresistible to some

hi HILLMELK

Wednesday,Feb.20

Wednesday,Feb.20

at the home of Mrs.
Fred Gingles
Free income tax service by Beta Alpha Psi
accounting fraternity,
Murray State University for low income people, elderly people and
students who need help
preparing individual income tax returns will be
from noon to 4 p.m. in
Mississippi Room, CurMs Center.
————
Ladies bridge with
Shirley Wade as hostess
is scheduled at 9:30 a.m.
at Oaks Country Club.
————
Auxilip.ry meeting
will be at Murray
Eagles Aerie 4071 lodge.
————
Events at Calloway
Public Library will be
Parents and Twos at
9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
————
Department of Nursing, Murray State
University, will sponsor
a health fair from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. in Curris
Center. Blood donations
will be taken for the
Murray-Calloway County Blood Bank.
————
Boston furniture
designer/builder
Rosanne Somerson will
present a two-day
workshop on surface
embellishment and
form at Art Department, Murray State
University. For information call 762-3784.

——
Fourth annual Growth
and Research Organization for Women
(GROW) Conference
will begin at 8 a.m. on
third floor, Curris
Center, Murray State
University. For information all 762-3384.
————
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————
Home Mission Study
will be, at 6:30 p.m. at
First Baptist Church.
——— — First 'United
Methodist Church Men
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
the church.
————
Thursday, Feb.21
Household shower for
Clinton and Ruby Burchett who lost home by
fire wIl be from 5 to 8
p.m. at Oak Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
————
Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 2 p.m. at
club house.
————
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order- of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
—— ——
Preservation First
will meet at 7 p.m. in annex of Calloway Public
Library.
————
Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club will meet at 7

Thursday,Feb.21
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Thursday,Feb..21

p.m. at Gateway 753-1701 or Dick
at
Steakhouse, 436-2174.
Draffenville.
————
-— — —
"Little Caesar" will
Murray Civitan Club be shown free at 12:30
will honor all special p.m. in Room 208,
education teachers in Faculty Hall, Murray
Murray and Calloway State University,
as
School Systems at din- part of International
ner meeting at 7 p.m. at Film Festival.
Homeplace Restaurant.
——— —
————
Xi Alpha Delta
Free slide lecture by Chapter of Beta Sigma
Rosanne Somerson, fur- Phi will meet at 7:30
n
i
t
ur
e p.m. at Ellis Center.
designer/building, will
————
be from 7:30 to 9 p.m. in
Preceptor Omicron
Clara M. Eagle Art Chapter of
Beta Sigma
Gallery, Fine Arts Phi will meet at 7:30
Center, Murray State p.m. at Commerce
University.
Centre.
• •— — — —
— — — —
Quad State Senior
Mothers Day Out will
High Band Festival will be at 9 a.m.
at First
open today in Fine Arts Baptist Church.
Center, Murray State
————
University.
Carol Poe Group of
————
First Baptist Church
"Getting Out" will be Women will meet at 7
play to be presented by p.m. with Mrs. David
Murray State Universi- Travis
ty Theatre and the
————
Department of Music at
Young -in -Hearts
8 p.m. in Robert E. Class
will meet at 10:30
Johnson Theatre, MSU. a.m. at Seventh and
For information call Poplar Church of Christ.
762-6797.
— ———
————
Hazel Woman's Club
AA and Al-Anon will is scheduled to meet at 7
have closed meetings at P.m. at Hazel
Communi8 p.m. at First Christian ty. Center.
Church, Benton. For in—— ——
formation call 753-0061.
Murray Women of the
762-3399, 753-7764 or Moose will meet at 8
753-7663.
p.m. at lodge hall.
— ———
————
"Hugging Workshop"
Senior citizens acwill be sponsored by The tivities will
be from 10
Single Connection at 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel
p.m. in Education and Douglas
Centers
Building, First United and from 10 a.m. to 3
Methodist Church. For p.m. at Ellis Center.
information call Jill at
— ———

DATEBOOK
Tenn

play Thursday

Group B of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country Club will play Thursday, Feb. 21. The group
will meet at 9 a.m. at the parking lot ,of the
Murray-Calloway County Park to go to Kenlake
Tennis Center to play at 9:30 a.m. The following
will draw for partners at courtside: Marilyn
Adkins, Vickie Baker, Gayle Foster, Norma
Frank, Frances Hulse, Mug Rigsby, Janie, Ryan
and Beck! Wilson.

Home group plans party
The Home Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Feb. 21, at 2
p.m. at the club house. Modelle Miller will give
the devotion. A Valentine party will be featured.
Hostesses will be Irma La Follette, Margaret
Taylor, Mary Moore and Maudena Butterworth.

Zetas plan program
The meeting of the Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will be on Thursday. Feb.
28, at 7 p.m. at the club house. Members please
note this change from the date listed in the yearbook. A musical program will be presented by
Eddie Mae Outland and Oneida White. Hostesses
will be Regina Baggett, lieth Caldwell, Betty
Lou Farris, Martha Jackson. Madelyn Lamb and
Marie Wallace.

Singles plan workshop

A household shower for Ricky and Kelly Watson who lost their home and contents by fire on
Feb. 11 will be on Saturday. Feb. 23, from 2 to
4:30 p.m. at the Coldwater Church of Christ
Building. All friends and neighbors are invited.

A "Hugging Workshop" will.be sponsored by
the Murray Single Connection on Thursday. Feb.
21. at 7 p.m. in the Education Building, First
United Methodist Church. The Rev. Lucretia
Hurley, pastoral counselor, - Southaven Life
Enrichrhent Center, Southhaven, Miss., will conduct the workshop. The Memphis Single Connection highly recommended this program. Because
of the Rev. Hurley's travel expenses and hourly
fee, a charge of $3 per person must be made. This
is open to all interested single persons and for information call Jill at 753-1701 or Dick at 436-2174.

Skating party On Friday

Browns will give concert

Watson shower Saturday

A skating party, sponsored by the Y Group of
First Assembly of God, will be held Friday. Feb.
22, from 10:30 a.m. to midnight at Roller Skating
of Murray. Admission will be $3 per person or $10
for a family of 4 or more. The public is invited to
attend.

Burchett event Thursday
A househoashower for Clinton and Ruby Burchett who lost their home and contents by fire on
Feb. 11 will be held Thursday. Feb. 21. from 5 to 8
p.m. in Fellowship Hall of the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.

Garden group will meet
The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will have a special called meeting
on Friday. Feb. 22. at the Sirloin Stockade.
Lunch will be served at noon with the business
meeting to be at 1 p.m.
GRO W.

The husband-wife team of Stephen Brown and
Eleanor Brown will present a duolpiano recital
at 8 p.m. tonight (Tuesday r in the Farrell Recital
Hall. Fine Arts Center. Murray State University.
Their program-will feature works by Debussy.
Hindemith and Rachmannoff. They have performed together as a two-piano team in Europe.
as well as the United States. for 16 years. Brown.
a faculty member at MSU, holds degrees from
Tufts University. the Conservatory of Naples
(Naples, Italy . Yale University and Ohio State
University. Mrs. Brown holds degrees from
Wilson College and Yale University and has
taught privately and on the college level for
many years.

Introducing...

event -scheduled

The fourth annual Growth and Research
Organization for Women (GROW 1 Conference
will begin Wednesday. Feb. 20, at 8 a.m. with
registration on the -third . floor of the Curds_
Center, Murray State University. Sessions will
be on Wednesday and Thursday. Cost will be $30
per participant and $15 for a full-time student
and includes one dinner and one lunch. Registration details and additional information may be
obtained by calling 762-3384.

by

DENNIS R. MILLS
Italian Spaghetti
Special
ONLY $

49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

master innovator in his field,
DENNIS offers 8 years of
progressive, dependable, and
professional haircare...
A

Frye Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids]

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY...

759-4976
s THE VILLAGE
HWY. 64I N.
Featuring Sebastion Products

Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
,,or Fru,
ot home to, Mos prow
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Six campaigners arrested on treason warrants

e tt,

)13y Abigail
Van Buren

Telephone Callers Need Not
Be Hung Up Over Hanging Up
DEAR ABBY: "Anxious in Kentucky" wrote in part: "My mother
said its an old tradition that the
person who makes the telephone
call should be the one to end the
conversation. Is that true?"
You replied,"This old tradition is
•
news to me."
Well, Abby, it's not news to me. I
was raised in the South, and my
mother told me the same thing.
"Anxious" also said that she had
been late countless times %%tufting for
the caller to end the conversation
because her mother had told her
.that she would.. talk rill _rii_g.ht before
terminating a conversation she
didn't initiate.
I consider myself well-mannered,
but I doubt if I would go that far.
. SOUTHERN BEI,LiE)

In conclusion, Dear Readers,
everything your Mama done tole
you 40 years ago ain't necessarily so today.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: In the old days,
when a woman wanted to meet a
man who caught her eye,she used to
drop a handkerchief. I guess they
still do.
If a man wants to meet a lady,
what should he drop?
CURIOUS IN
WOODSTOCK,JI.L,

iSaloojee, both senior officials of
the United Democratic Front
anti-apartheid coalition.
The names differed from six
names supplied earlier by the
law office of Priscilla Jana, who
often defends people charged
with political offenses. Mrs.
Jana's office later said others
may have been detained for
questioning rather than charged
with treason.
Among those who Mrs. Jana
named but who were not named
by police were Popo Molefe, national secretary of the United
Democratic front; Siza
Njikelana, of the South African
Allied Workers Union; and June
Mlangeni, who works at the
South African Council of
Churches.
Security police raided offices
of the United Democratic Front,
the nation's largest antiapartheid organization, in

Johannesburg, Cape Town and
Durban, seizing some
documents and banners at each
office, United Democratic Front
officials said.
Haynes said the six would appear in court in Durban on
Thursday. The case of the other
seven arrested last year has
been postponed until March 29.
A trial of the 13 defendants on
treason charges would be one of
the most far-reaching cases
against opponents of whiteminority rule since African National Congress leader Nelson
Mandela and seven colleagues
were sentenced to life in prison
in 1964.
Today's arrests came three
weeks after President P.W.
Botha offered Mandela freedom
on condition that he renounce
violence as a method of fighting
apartheid, South Africa's legal
system of racial segregation.

Mandela rejected the offer, saying Botha first must lift the
government's ban on theAfrican National Congress and
free all prisoners without
conditions.
Most of those charged with
treason are involved in some
way with the United Democratic
Front. The front was founded in
August 1983 and has emerged as
the major organization working
within the country for the rights
of blacks, people of mixed race,
and Asians.
The government has accused
the front of being a shadow
organization for the African National Congress, which went into
exile and adopted a policy of
guerrilla warfare a year after it
was banned in 1960. United
Democratic front leaders have
denied any connection with the
African National Congress.

Student faces expulsion, finds support in alumnus

DEAR CURIOUS: His wallet.

DEAR ABBY: I'm putting the
thin world on notice I am Sick and
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 63-year-old tired of your belittling putdowns.
I'm not going to feel. guilty any
woman who grew up in Rhode
Island,-and I, too, was taught that it more because I don't exercise until I
.was impolite to end . a telephone'. drop. I'm nut_ going to feel guilty,
because when I buy three dozen
-conversation I didn't
I am now enrolled in a eommunira- .doughnuts for my family, the clerk
tion course for noises, and I submit looks at the like she thinks I'm going
the following from one of our text- to eat them all myself, because I
books: "Many people act non- know skinny people with bulimia
assertively under the mistaken who do-that.
notion that certain behavior defines . I am not going to let thin people
politeness and consideration for tell me that being overweight is bad
others. They have learned, for for my health, when I know that
example, that it is impolite to end a constant dieting is worse.
I'm not going to any rInetnrK_and
- as
called them: to enter ongoing con- nurses who give me shots like they're
versations between two other people; harpooning a whale:
I'm not going to watch skinny
-to ask dinner guests to leave when
the evening._has grown late: to agree people down three Big Mass and
with compliments, or to praise wonder why I gain weight eating
'
themseltes. These sorts of behaviors one.
I'm not going to give up swimming
are neither impolite nor aggressive:
because people stare at the sight of
they are assertive."
DOROTHY BARNETT, me in a swimsuit.
One thing I will do is be kinder to
.N..cAELCALIF.
thin people than they are to me.
DEAR DOROTHY:Thank you Diet? Maybe. Self-respect, you bet.
MAT IN PHOENIX
for debunking an outdated rule
of. etiquette that never made * * *
much sense in the first place.
For the caIlee to wait indefinitely for an inconsiderate
Problems? What's bugging you? Uncaller or a bore to terminate a load
on Abby, P.O. Box 38923, Hollytelephone conversation is, in my wood, Calif. 90038. For a personal
opinion, more idiotic than reply, please enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.)
impolite.
DEAR BELL(E): Read on!

JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) — Six prominent
anti-apartheid campaigners
were arrested today on high
treason warrants and security
police raided.activists' offices in
major cities, police confirmed.
Col. Vic Haynes of police
headquarters in Pretoria said
the six were arrested in the
same investigation that led to
treason charges being brought
last year against seven other
anti-apartheid activists.
Police said the six arrested in
Johannesburg and Durban today were Albertina Sisulu, wife
of jailed African National Congress leader Walter Sisulu; Sam
}Mine of the South African
Allied Workers Union; Isaac
Ngcobo, whose affiliation was
not immediately known; Dr.
Ishmael Mohammed of the
Transvaal Indian Congress; and
Frank Chikane and Cassim

CUPERTINO, Calif. (AP) —
When he was a teen-ager,
Stephen Wozniak used smoke
bombs to shake his teachers. If
he were in high school today, the
founder of Apple Computer Co.
says he'd be "hacking" for
A 15-year-old student at
Homestead High School faoes
expulsion for allegedly trying to

electronically trespass into the
school's computer using an Apple computer, and Wozniak —
Homestead class of '68, thinks
that's OK.
"I hope my own kid grows up
to be a hacker," he said. "It's a
fun, worthwhile and creative
thing to do. When people think
creatively, their brains develop
— and that's a_plus for society."

Stricken athlete's run across nation
draws support of president, others
MARINA DEL REY, Calif.
_4AP
Boxers Ken Norton and
Paul Gonzales were among
those cheering on Jeff Keith as
the the 22-year-old athlete, who
lost his right leg to cancer, completed a coast-to-coast run
across the United States.
Mayor Tom Bradley also was
on hand as Keith, of Fairfield,
Conn., finished his 3,300-mile
run Monday and got doused with
champagne. President Reagan
called a few minutes later from
Washington to add his
congratulations.
"Nancy arida prayed for you
all the way," Reagan said. "We
knew you had what it takes to
complete your journey."
Keith, who began his run on an

A good idea
for its time,
But isn't it
time you have
TauchTme?
SCB Touch-Tone

service can
put you in touch with a whole
new world of possibilities.
Telephone banking,electronic shopping, and information services directly through
you!'phone without adapters.
All you need is at least one
true tone-dialing Touch-Tone
phone *
Get fast, convenient SCB
Touch-Tone service for
your home for only
$1.50 a month.
And save the
Touch-Tone
connection
charge by ordering before February 28th. For
details, call on us
toll free at
1 800 233-1776,
ext. 3.

ToneConnection!Order by February 28-and save$17.50
South Central Bell
•111.4.9a1714 Cor•ww,

nudge siwethe set has a poiariiv suited (most new ones do). In some areas Touch-Tone sets without
polarity guards won't work with special services such as telephone banking.
Rates subject to change. Business rate is $3.00 per month. Businesses save $2 3.50 connection charge by
ordering before February 28(call I 8006334272). Services mentioned available in most areas.
Limited
capacityln some areas. Customers who have never had Touch-Tone service also save a 115.00 onetime
premitun charge. This charge does not apply to customers who have had Touch-Tone service before.
C 1954'South Central

artificial leg June 4 at Faneuil
Hall in Boston and averaged 16
miles'a day, told the crowd,
"Thank you. I know 'thank you'
is an understatement, but I can't
express the gratitude that I feel.
"I know that many doubted'
me. I know that many believed
that I could not complete the
run. I always knew I would.
"I wanted to get my message
across to the world that I'm not
physically handicapped. I was
physically challenged."
Keith learned he had
osteogenic sarcoma, or bone
cancer, at age 12 after a hockey
game. On Christmas Eve 1974,
his right leg was amputated
above the knee af St. Vincent's
Hospital in Bridgeport, Conn.
He NVELS escorted to the finish
line by an entourage of fellow
students from Boston College,
where he was a lacrosse goalie.
The trek was sponsored by the
American Cancer Society,
which said Keith raised $120,000
in contributions.

Computer hackers "just want
to prove how far they can get.
They're not out to destroy or
take -data," said Wozniak, 34.
"There's never been a hacker
who ever took $10 out of a computer account."
In the Homestead case,
students are accused to attempting to change grades in the
school's computer files stored at

t..anford University.
"Before there were computers, kids just sneaked into
the office and changed their
grades with a typewriter," said
Wozniak, who founded Apple in
1976 with Steven Jobs. "Computers are safer because you
can trace things. People get
caught much more easily with
computers."

Your Individual
Horoscope
FraacesDrake
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What kind of day will tomorrow be? A 'partner is a source of inspiration.
To find out what the stars say, read Watch nighttime spending.
the forecast given for your birth sign. LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
ARLES
You'll get favorable advice about an
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
investment, -but stay clear of risks.
Private chats bode well for career
Give a secretary or associate credit
interests. A change in plans causes a
when due.
temporary setback. Ideals motivate
VIRGO
you to action.
(Aug.23to Sept. 22)
TAURUS
Rapport between you and a loved
(Apr.20 to -May 20)
one is great. Still, a domestic upset
You feel kindly towards a friend and temporarily disrupts harmony. Watch
will offer some good advice. However, self-indulgence.
stay clear of financial investments LTBRA
with others.
(Sept.23 to Oct.72)
GEMINI
Although things jell concerning both
(May 21 to June 20)
home and the job, someone's tarSomeone you count on for coopera- diness disrupts your schedule. Relax
tion may let you down, but career in- after dark.
terests are still favored. Make other
SCORPIO
arrangements.
(Oct. 23to Nov.21)
CANCER
You'll enjoy yourself today but
(June 21 to Jul'22)
don't be careless about spending. MixAn unforeseen difficulty at work
ing business and pleasure is not a bad
could cause a change in travel plans.
idea either.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.72 to Dec.21)
You'll make a good host or hostess
today, but don't be short with a family
member. You may make an unusual
purchase.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.72to Jan. 19)
A thank-you note or some other-expression of consideration is in order.
Be careful of crossed signals concerning appointments today.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20to Feb. 18)
Don't loan a favorite possession to
an irresponsible type. You may
receive a confidential investment tip.
Shopping is favored.
PLSCES
wfss
,
mew
(Feb.19 to Mar.20)
You may meet a potential romantic
interest at a get-together. A higher-up
may be inconsistent. Buy yourself a
nice gift.,
YOU BORN TODAY are a born
diplomat who will succeed in partnerships and government service.
Nellie Lewis
Creative by nature, you also have a
Manager
strong need for financial security.
Learn to trust your intuition and aim
for the big thing. Do not settle for seWhat is an Op.ti.cian (op.tish'en)n.
cond best, lest you get. yourself in a
dreary rut. Real estate, engineering,
Accordin?, to the dictionary, on before delivery to you, making
music, painting and sculpture are
optician is, one who makes or sells necessary adjustments to insure you
areas in which you're likely to suceyeglasses and other optical equip- the best vision, coneort and op,
ment" &ut
ceed. Law and religion are other
you.1coo-w that front . peoronce..Remember, port of the •the time the optician analyzes your cost of your eyewear includes the
possibilities. Birthday of: Roy Cohn,
facial and visual requirements, until highly trained skills of your optician.
lawyer; Robert Altman, film direche makes the final fitting, dozens of
Our opticians'spend many years
tor; and Sidney Poitier,actor.
separate manufacturing steps one! .of study in preparation for taking a
the skill of many people hove gone . national competency exam which
into the custom creation of your licenses them in this state. In addispecific eyewear?
tion, the opticians at Southern OpThe dictionary definition is over- tical regularly attend continuing .
simplified. Your optician actually education courses to update their
designs and verifies your eyewear knowledge of the newest optical proLOS ANGELES (AP) — Acaccording to your prescription. He ducts and procedures; using this intress Rachel Kempson says the
assists you in choosing the frames formation to serve you better.
recent acclaim she's received
and lenses that ore the correcfsize..,- aive yourself the best combination
for "The Jewel in the Crown" is
shape and specifications for your in- of variety, quality, price, service and
shadowed because her husband,
dividual look, . visual needs, and shopping convenience by seeing an
lifestyle requirements. He prepores optician at Southern Optical,
Sir Michael Redgrave, is battl_..onsisialivers...your,eyeweor to the
-ing the final stages of Parkinlaboratory technicians. He checks Plaza Shopping Center, 753-0422.
son's disease.
and rechecks the final product
"Aside from the fact that I
want to act — I ..'. Inust act —
(this illness) is one of the most
terrible things to have happened
to One of the greatest.actors,"
said _ Lady Redgrave; who
played the regal Lady Manners
in the TV series about colonial
India.
Lady Redgrave,74, who began
her acting career long before
her husband, said that later this
Your real value in better vision.
year the couple "might"
Olympic Plaza Shopping Center, 144thway 641 North • 753-0422
,celebrate celebrate their•50th
wedding anniversary
together."It's really quite difficultto discuss."
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FLOOR PLAN

THIS RANCH HOUSE IS CLAD IN A Spanish-styled exterior. Inside,
the formal entertaining area is composed of a large living room and an
adjoining dining room. The bedroom wing has three bedrooms and two
baths. Plan HAI299A has. 1,472 square feet. For more information
write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to arctityoct
Jerold L. Axelrod, 2500 New York Ave., Melville, N.Y. 11747. I,
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Ceiling stains don't necessarily
mean roof repair is in order

the roller, the handle projects should be penetrate
s the pores if it
and the paint tray into a "cured" by covering the is to make
a strong
plastic bag and seal it. surface with wet burlap, bond. Such
an adhesive
Do this without wiping canvas or straw ,and must be water
resistant,
or drying the roller and then kept wet by clear and
.of extra
it will be ready to use periodic sprinkling for strength. But
if the
again the next day.
at least five days — adhesive is for use on
You can get a rich even though there is one clay pots. ceramic_
mahogany stain by mix- school of thought which
cookware, vases and
ing maple stain with a thinks otherwise.
similar items, it should
small amount of walnut
If you have an in- be of the two-part epoxy
stain, adding a little ata- -terier-- -painting. project type
:time until you get the to do, waxing the floors
White copper tubshade you want.
first will make it easier ing in the smaller
Once this begins to
, r The largest to remove any dropped diameters
happen, doing things
can be bent
When you are using manufacturer of
pre- paint spots or splatters by ha,nd, great care is
yourself becomes a a paint roller
and you mixed sand, gravel and from
the wodd.
satisfaction rather than can't finish
necessary to get good
the entire mortar mixes recomr If you have any "results. It is better and
a chore. Perhaps the se- job the same
day, place mends that completed
scrimshawed work, safer to buy what is callmade from whalebone ed a tubing bender. It
or any kind of ivory, it comes in different sizes
can be lightened and is made of a tightly
whenever necessary by wound coil of hardened
rubbing it with lemon steel.
juice.
r Aluminum-based
welcoming atmosphere nowadays). decorator
By BARBARA MAYER
s
r When the bristles of paint has reflective
and
a
better
AP Newsfeatures
traffic pat- generally employ the
The well-decorated tern, how to make a dull same basic color brooms get out of shape, qualities and is exmodel homes and apart- room more interesting, scheme throughout. as they often do, first cellent for use in areas
clean the bristles in where lower roof
ments found in every and how to use color Vibrant colors may
be soap and water, rinse temperatures are
rearea of the country are either to lend drama or used on a single wall
in a and, while 'the bristles quired. It can be used
on
an often overlooked to unify space, accor- ,few of the rooms, but an
are still wet, wrap rub- sidings as well as roofs
source of creative ideas ding to Ms. Trupp.
overall color makes the ber bands around
them
r Some glaziers save
In a well-decorated -home seem more
for home decoration.
and hang up the _broom. time by mixing a little
model
home, the spacious than it actually
Aocording to Beverly
Before applying paint with window-pane
Trupp, whose Los visitor's attention is im- is.
adhesive to the floor putty before applying it.
Angeles firm decorates mediately drawn to a
If the living room can- preparatory to
install- Naturally, you should
models in many areas of room's best feature. If not accommodate
a ing resilient floor tiles, get a paint that matches
the country, some peo- the4e is a fireplace and seven-foot sofa, the
lay two rows of tiles at the area of the house
ple make a -regular this is an important sell- decorator will furnish it
right angles to each where the window is being
point,
then
outing out of visiting the
furniture with a small armless
other.
You will then un- ing repaireid.
new models locally. will be grouped around loveseat. Instead of
cov.erany
It.
If
there
is a good view bulky end tables, she
Builders are aware that
mismeasurements or
1Do-it-yourselfers will
much of the Sunday or an attractive bow will choose floor lamps
other mistakes while find much helpful
window,
then these will or walimounted lamps
traffic consists of
there is still time to cor- material in Andy Lang's
lookers, not buyers. But, be decorated so one's on fixtures.
rect them without handbook', "Practical
eye
registers
the special
she adds, they also know.
Built-ins are among damage:
Home Repairs," which
that people fall in love feature.
the most popular "exIn the lise of can be obtained 14 senWhen
the
room has no tras" in new homes.
with a house and before
adhesives, porous ding $2 to this paper at
they know it, they special attributes, Built-in bookcases, wine
glassware surfaces re- Box 5; Teaneck. NJ
decorator
s create them, racks and shelves to acbecome buyers, not
quire adhesive which 07666.
perhaps witli dramatic commodate home enterlookers.
In the meantime, one lighting or by painting, tainment components
can garner excellent papering or paneling are so attractive to
ideas on how to improve one Wall, or by installing visitors that the
For dll your T-ovel Reeryotions Coll
the present home -- architectural detailing decorator often sees
perhaps so that it can be such as double people snapping picdisposed of and a new mouldings on a wall, tures of them.
then placing a picture
home purchased.
One can learn how to inside the mouldings.
The major selling
place furniture in a
room to create a more points in model homes
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
often are not the basic
plan, but the acAmerican and International TraveCtime
oh. qrcund
24 t.
cessories that per435 4319
435 4343
sonalize the house.
W., Now Haul Po Gravel
•
Q. — I recently bought That's why Ms. Trupp's
firm,
Color
Design
Art,
three pieces of unfinished furniture. After I got always creates an im- •
AY F
it home, I examined it aginary family with
and discovered the fur- names, hobbies and inniture is made of cheap terests before choosing
wood and not well made. the decorations. She
Is this the case with all suggests individuals can
make their own homes
unfinished furniture?
A. — Not with all, but more interesting by
unfinished furniture choosing accessories
with a low price tag is that reflect basic inA
generally of low quality. terests and hobbies. In
However, you can buy children's rooms, a budcustommade unfinished ding ballerina can be
500 S. 4th Murray 753-6450
furniture at woodwork- treated to framed dance
Store Hours: 7 to 5 Mon.-Fri, 7-2 Sat.
ing. shops which is ex- posters on the walls, a
pertly constructed. In sports enthusiast to
some cases, you can wallpaper with a sporchoose the kind of wood ting theme.
In small open plan
you want and have the
homes
(as many are
pieces made to order.
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A coat of paint does much
to revitalize an interior
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THINKING ABOUT BUILDING

Come In, Borrow A
"Home Design Plan Book"
Pick A Plan
We'll Help You Do The Rest
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cond stage in this
development is when
you find that a little
knowledge of seemingly
unimportant things advances you a considerable distance on
the path to better
achievements with
lesser efforts.
Here are some tips
unearthed in the past by
others, likely to be of
help to you in the future:

Homeowners who note be good if people could from freezing again."
brown stains appearing chip the ice but of the
Parker said electric
on their ceilings for the drain area—at least out tape can be placed on.the
first time during the cur- of the downspout so inside of the downspout
rent siege of ice and water can -drain as the and plugged into the
snow may be fearing an ice begins to melt. Or nearest electrical outlet.
expensive repair job to they may want to use That will provide enough
replace the roof after the some electric heat to un- warmth to prevent
weather finally breaks. thaw the ice and keep it freezing.
Fortunately, that may
not be necessary, according to a structural
engineer
with
the .
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
The stains may be.
caused by water back-up
Looking for- a new compliment each other
from frozen ice dams in perspectiv
e? Paint is the — white makes the rust
the rooftop gutters, said easy, affordabl
e way to look alive and warm,
Dr. Blaine Parker, the adopt a
colorful new at- rust makes the white
UK
agricultural titude for
your house. A seem sharp and crisp.
engineer.
couple
of
well- Furniture
and
acBrown spots appearing coordinat
ed, attractive cessories pick up the
on the ceiling or top of color
combinations in two-color theme, giving
the walls of homes are
each room will give your the room an inviting,
usually water spots caushouse, whether its one or elegant feeling.
ed by either condensa- eighty
years old, a new
Create an environment
tion
or
a
leak— lease on life. The
follow- tailor-made for slumber
sometimes
from ing color combinations, in bedrooms
with deep.
overhead pipes bursting guarantee
d to banish the soothing colors. Try a
and sometimes from a bland
in your house, are deep blue or misty
leak in the roof. Both brought
to you by the Na- mauve on bedroom
kinds of leaks must be tional
Paint and Coatings walls. Selecting a light
repaired or there could Associatio
n.
beige or a light shade of
be major structural
One way to give , a the wall color for the ceildamage to the building. rbOm
a colorful flavor of ing Will open up the room
And replacing a roof is its own
is to use white while
allowing
the
usually a major expense paint against
a darker richness of the color to
item costing several backgroun
d. This makes predominate the space.
thousand dollars.
the white look brighter Add
a
sleek,
Although
some and the other color ap- sophisticated touch
by
unscrupulous repairmen pear
richer in tone. Pic- using shiny enamel paint
might be expected to ad- tured
is a living room in to accent door molding
vocate
roof repair which the white and
rust and window frames.
because of those brown
spots which very recentCALL TOLL FREE 759.
ly appeared, Parker sug4026—CHECK OUR PRICE
S
gested that owners of
older homes might
suspect the ice dams
first.
"It depends on the construction of the house,"
Parker said. "But in the
Off
older homes where there
Merillatt
Off
are gutters enclosed as a
In Stock - Buy Now!
Buy Now For Spring
part of the roof, or where
there is no overhang, ice
can dam up the gutters
and allows the water to
\
Contractors
Starting At
seep under the shingles
(I
,
or eaves npar the gutand
ter."
Builders
Once this happens and
$9995
Over 50 Styles
'''N
COI I Steve
water gets into the attic
/f
In Stock
or crawl space above the
30 Gal. Electric
-..
at
ceilings, the stains are
,c..
41W4
likely to occur as the
759-4026
moisture seeps through.
Let us
In newer homes where
-1
—.7— _----Tz-Make You
there is overhang space
__—
between gutter and roof.
-.-,,
....,
Money!
$4988
z,this is not as likely to
,..,......,:„
,
$3899
161
Aluminum
Call
happen. Parker said.
Now!
.--_Buy Now & Save
But for those older
'.*
homes—and there are a
w
—
lot of them in Lexington
2'x8"
Washerless
and throiighout the real
of Kentucky—Parker
said he would suspect
water back-up from
99
.41amrned gutters first.
— There's no spegial
Off
reason to think the roof
No. 174046
No. 100-04
.
All Colois
should leak now any
*
more than seVeral
months ago," he said. "I
would
suspect
the
Store Hours:
downspout, and if it's
ii
Mon.-Fri.
stopped up with ice, the
7:30 tll 5:00
chances are good :the
One Block South Of Square
Saturday
back-up-of water is causLt:_fS4*
8:00
til
Benton, Ky.
4:00
the
ing
ceiling stain."
What can you do about
Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store
it?
CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026—CHECK
Parker said, "It would
OUR PRICES
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Model homes and apartments offer
ideas about decorating your home
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•Attention to detail, patience pay off
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Shortly after you
enter- the do-it-yourself
arena in fairly serious
fashion, you discover
that, by sheer patience
and attention to detail,
you are able to achieve
good results you once
thought unattainable except after long
experience.
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Four overtimes: Rutledge shot wins marathon for Murray
By JIM RECTOR
the winning point.
Sports Editor
Chris Carlisle took the
Junior forward last shot for Mayfield
Stanley Rutledge hit one with :03 left, but tie shot
out of two free throws in bounded off the rim into
the fourth overtime, but the hands of Murray
that made the dif- guard Mark West who
ference as host Murray dribbled downcourt and
High won 51-50 over shot from the half-line to
district foe Mayfield run out the clock.
.Monday night. _
The Tigers won the
, Rutledge. who led all game at the line conscorers with 19, sank the sidering both teams hit
front end of a bonus foul 19'field goals. Murray
situation at 2:02 in the added 13 free throws in
Last overtime period and 19 attempts to
the rest of the Tigers, Mayfield's 12 of 16 from
made sure it stood up as the stripe.

111111.1.W1111

Murray Coach Cary throws and started the
Miller had a tongue-in- Tigers back to recovery.
cheek response to the12 Murray eventually tied
extra minutes of action: the game at 41-all on two
"We missed so many Stan Rutledge free
games because of snow throws with 2:30 left in
this year we decided to regulation.
Later in the gamelk
go four overtimes to
make up some of the when West missed a
time off."
shot from the
Mayfield Coach Roger perimeter, Stan
Fields, although not as Rutledge was there to
jovial as Miller, stick it back up and
responded to the extend- after two revolutions
around the rim it droped game this way:
-We gambled and ped through with :06 left
took the last shot and to send the game into
lost. The last time we the first overtime, 44-44.
played Murray we got
Mayfield won the tip
beat by 28., We knew it in all four overtimes and
would be suicide for us had the last shot in three
to try and run against of the four extra
the athletes they have so periods. Also, Carlisle,
we came in here with who finished the game
the intention of slowing with 15 points, missed a
long jumper with :04
it down.
"The outcome was that would have won the
still the same as last game in regulation.
time, but at least we
Cardinal John Hernmade it a little more in- don hit a shot with :54
showing in the first OT
teresting for the fans."
There was ,interest to put Mayfield up'46-44.
aplenty throughout the
But Stan Rutledge
game as neither team stepped to the line with
was'able to build a solid.:37 remaining to force a
lead and hold it firm. second extra period by
Mayfield had the big- hitting two free throws.
In the second OT,
gest lead of the night at
37-31 and had a chance Mayfield's Ray Mathis
to make it an eight point swapped baskets with
spread as the third Murray guard Steve
period came to a close. Rutledge to make the
But Fields was slapped score 48-all. Paul Dailey
with a technical for recovered a missed
shouting at the referee Mayfield shot at 1:11,
with :14 left, leaving but Steve Rutledge's
him stunned and his last Murray shot was
team wide open for blocked with :11 remaining and Mayfield
retaliation.
West confidently can- launched a halfcourt
ned both technical free shot that fell short.

HEADING FOR OT - Diana Ridley shoots
over a crowd under the basket during the Murray
High victor over Mayfield Mondav night. The
game Went into overtime before the Murray girls
pulled off a 51-49 district victory. Ridley scored 13
points in the victory.
Photo by Chris Evans

"You don't always get
a chance to be the hero
of the game but tonight
she (Harcourt) had her
chance," said Tiger
Coach Jimmy Harrell.
"We needed to win this
game tonight and the
girls did it on pride and
character."
With only :22 renfainn g in overtime,
Mayfield's Teresa Fitzgerald connected a
15-foot jump shot from
the corner to tie the contest for the second time
In extended play at
49-49.
Murray, waiting on
the final shot, was able
to work Harcourt to the
baseline where she
brought fans to their
feet with only :03 left on
the clock, canning a
short jumper.
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The Fourth District
coaches will conduc, a
meeting Wednesday to
establish game times
and dates for the tournament which will be
hosted by Mayfield High
this year.
at Murray
MURRAY (51) — West 9 4-4 10;
Steve Rutledge 3 1-2 7; Dailey 21-2 6:
Wells 1 2-2 1: Stan Rutledge 7 5-9 19.
Wilkins 3 0-0 6. Totals — 19 13-19 51.
MAYFIELD (501 — wIlharns 2 0-0 4:
Waggoner 2 2-2 6; Carlisle 4 7-8 15;
Ray-AWN'5 1-4 11. Snipes 9 1-1 7;
Herndon 2 1-1 5: Kent Mathis 1 0-02
Totals — 19 12-16 60.
Records — Murray 14-7. 3.3:
Mayfield 12-7, 1-4

Harcourt hits basket in OT
to claim Murray district win
•
By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
"I didn't even know
how much time was left,
I just put it up," said
Lady Tiger forward Ann
Harcourt. "I thought I
had just tied it up."
Not even aware that
she had just dropped in
the winning two points
the senior Murray netter was mobbed by
joyous teammates as
the host Lady Tigers
edged district
challengers Mayfield
Monday night 51-49 in
overtime.
"It was just team
work that kept us
together," the heroine
of the evening said. The
Tiger women had watched a 15-point halftime
lead diminish into a
45-45 tie at the end of
regulation.
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In the third OT, Murray got the ball on a bad
pass turnover by Ray
Mathis and milked the
clock down for the last
shot. But Mike Wilkins'
18-footer bounded off the
rim twice before falling
away at the buzzer.
In the fourth OT, Ray
Mathis and Steve
Rutledge again swapped baskets at 2:44 and
2:14, respectively, and
on a loose ball play
Rornel Snipes fouled
Stan Rutledge who stepped to the line for the
winning free throw.
The Murray win sets
up a third rnatchup this
season against archrival Calloway County in the first round of
the Fourth District tournament which begins
next week. Both teams
are 3-3 in district play
while Marshall County
and Mayfield, the No.1
and No.4 teams in the
league, will also be
paired in the first round.

However, Mayfield
drew a foul on the inbounds play which sent
guard Brenda Jackson
to the charity stripe.
Sighs of relief filled the
Murray 'gym when the
Lady Cardinal missed
the front end of a oneplus-bonus to grant the
hosts their first district
win of the season.
The Lady Tigers and
Tigers will host Farmington tonight with the
women's tip-off at 6:30
p.m.
M Murray
MURRAY (51)•— D. Flidlej,aa-IS id,
Swift 3 4-4 10; Thompson 2 0-1 4.
Hays 4 3-7 15; K Ridley 2 1-2 5: Harcourt 1 0-1 2; Thurmond 2 2-2 6
Totals — 19 13-20 61.
MAYFIELD (49) — B. Jackson 00-1
1: Payne 6 10.17 22, D Jackson 22-2
12; Pitsgerald 2 3-4 7; Kelton 0 2-3 2,
Champion 0 4-6 4, Barber 1 0-1 2.
Totals — 14 21-35 49.
Halftime — Murray 91. Mayfield
16
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TWO MINUTE WARNING - Murray High sharpshooter Stanley Rutledge
poises for the winning shot in the fourth overtime period of a 51-5(1 victory
over visiting Mayfield High. Rutledge hit this free throw, missed the nest,
but the Tigers held on for the win. Rutledge led all scorers with 19.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

MSU expects Contri as walkon
According to Murray
State assistant coach
Mike Mahoney, the
Racer football program
will be expecting Todd
Contri to join the roster
as a walkon freshman
this fall.
Contri, a senior at
Calloway County High
School, will have an opportunity to try his hand
a quarterback or outside linebacker,
Mahoney said Monday.
Contri won't be offered a scholarship his
first season, but the
Most Valuable Player
on the 1984 Laker squad
will be given a fag shot
at either position, according to Mahoney.
The 6-foot, 185-pound
Contri played several
positions during his high

school career at
Calloway including
quarterback his senior
year, linebacker, running back, and defensive
back.
Mahoney said, "When
I first scouted Todd as a
sophomore I thought
we'd never come close
to him,that Kentucky or
some of the bigger
schools would snatch
him up by the time he
was a senior. But then
he got hurt (shoulder injury his junior year)
and a lot of the other
schools overlooked him.
"We're glad Todd's
coming to MSU because
he's a good athlete, he's
smart and he's tough.
We don't cut anybody
and we always point out
that if a kid sticks with

Lease A Demo Or Pre-Owned Luxury Car
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MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 753-3062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST. — 444-0110

11St rifle
team takes
sectional
meet honors

The official results
haven't arrived from
the National Rifle
Association yet, but
several Murray State rifle team members are
already packing their
bags for a trip to the naFour crucial free Robinson score eight of ton. Calloway received effort in the losing tional finals at West
throws by Murray his 10 total points in the a first-round bye on cause.
Point, New York in
High's Tony Robinson fourth quarter to lift the Monday.
Joanna Gibbs scored March.
nailed down a 38-35 vic- Tiger frosh past South
The optimism of the
eight points, Tone Camp
tory over South Mar- Marshall. Teammate
In other tourney ac- seven, Tracy Banks 6, Racer shooters stems
shall and set the stage Mark Miller led all tion, Calloway's and Angela Woods
had from the scores of the
for a Murray-Calloway scorers with 12.
freshman girls were five points and seven collegiate sectional
game in the second
meet hosted by MSU
eliminated in the open- rebounds.
round of the freshman
over the weekend.
Thursday the Murray ing round by Mayfield,
district basketball tour- squad will face ar- 34-26. The Lady Lakers
As a team the Racers
In the other boys
nament in Benton.
chrival Calloway in the (3-4) ended their season, game Monday, Mayfield won the .22 caliber
Monday's action saw 6:30 p.m. game at Ben- but not without a team defeated host Benton.
small bore competition
and the overall title with
an aggregate score of
***********************************************1
6,141 (possible 6,400) to
runnerup Tennessee
Tech's 6,110.
Individually the
Racers won the small
bore coinpetition with a
first place score of 1,163
by Olympic Gold
Medalist Pat Spurgin
and a runnerup effort of
1934 CORVETTE
1984 LINCOLN
1984 BUICK
1984 OLDS
1,159 by teammate Gary
REGAL 2 DR
TOWN CAR
CUTLASS 2 DR
AVAILABLE)
Stephens.
In air rifle ‘Spuigiii
placed second by a
single point, 389-388, to
Tech's Anthony Leone.
PER MONTH
PER
MONTH
MONTH
•
PER
PER MOWN •
who placed third in
small bore.
As a team, the Racers
won the small bore
shooting with a 4,619 of a
- possible 4,800 points.
Tech was a distant se•cond at 4,579. In air rifle, Tech scored 1,531 of
a possible 1,600 to top
the Racers' 1,522.
The University of
Tennessee-Martin plac*With Approved Credit & Usage Requirements Based On 48 Mo Closed-End(Walk-Away)Leos.,
ed third in aggregate,
15,000 Miles Per Year,Plus Tax & License Fees
air rifle and small bore
team standings:
************************************************

Murray, Calloway collide in frosh tourney

Blast through *int*, snow...
With an Ingersoll tractor and MI
CAST' snowblower There s a
model OM- right tdr your needs Push winter aside with an
Ingersoll tractor and front mounted
blade.

the program he'll get to
play sooner or later.
"Todd may have to
work his way up through
special teams his first
year or so and if he
doesn't work out at
quarterback we'll probably look at him at outside linebacker." .
Mahoney. besides being assistant head
coach, is also the
Racers' defensive
coordinator.

Call Gene At 502-753-2617 ,

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet;Inc.
South 12th St.
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OVC roundup:

SCOREBOARD

Cherry stings Racers for second time
Special to the Ledger & Times
plus Associated Press Report*
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio - If Ron
Greene and his Murray State Racers experienced a massive case of deja vu
Monday night it would be
understandable.
Last year at Youngstown State the
Racers lost on a last second shot by
Kevin Cherry. This year, by the same
59-57 score, the Racers lost again but
Cherry had the game-winning assist
instead.
With only seconds showing on the
clock, Murray's defense had trapped
Cherry for what appeared to be the play
that would prevent a final Penguin shot
and force the game into overtime. But
Cherry spotted teammate John Keshock
wide open under the basket and whipped
a pass to him for the winning layup at the
horn.
The shot by Keshock, who led the
Penguins with 17 points, climaxed a twominute stall by Youngstown State after
Murray State had tied the game on two
free throws by Chuck Glass with 2:02
remaining.

"We've had four super-tough games
on the road and in a sprint race
sometimes there's only a hundredth of a
second separating two competitors. And
that's what its been like for us the last
four games."
Youngstonn State is now 16-9 overall
and 8-4 in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Murray fell to 18-7 and 7-5 and is
eliminated from a shot at the first-round
bye in the OVC tournament which begins
Thursday, Feb.28,• in Murfreesboro,
Tenn.
There is a possibility that the Racers
could win a share of the OVC regular
season championship and the potential
does exist for a four-way tie for first
place if Murray, Tennessee Tech,
Youngstown and Middle Tennessee all
end up with 9-5 records.
MURRAY ST.(37)- Glass 44 44 12, Martin 5-10 3-6 13, Lahrn
3-8 0-0 6, Macklin 1-4 3-3 5, Talley 5-9 2-4 12. Scott 1-1 2-24,
Boyd 1-2 1-23. Davis 0-0 2-2 2. Holland 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 30-43
17-25 57.
YOUNGSTOWN ST.(59)- R. Robinson 4-7 34 11, Keshock
7-10 3-4 17, Williams 3-9 2-2 8, Cherry 0-1 0-0 0, Tirnko 1-6 0-0 2.
Robbins 6-10 1-2 13, J. Robinson 6-0 2-2 2, Bevely 2-2 0-0 4,
Gilmore 0-0 0-0 0, KlanoYlch k3 0-02. Totals 24.66 11.14 59.
Halftime - Youngstown St. in. Murray St 23. Fouled out Williams, Robbins. Rebound, - Murray St. 27 (Talley 71.
Youngstown St. 28 (Keshock 8 Assists - Murray St. 10
(Glass 6). Youngstown St. 17(Cherry 7). Total fouls - Murray St. 14, Youngstown St. 22. Technical. - Robbina. A 4,872

Murray had trailed by as much as 13
with 17:30 to play, but senior guard
Craig Talley scored seven points over
the next four minutes to cut the YSU advantage to five, 43-38.
From there a team scoring effort led
to Glass' free throws and the tying
effott.
Greene, coach of the Racers, said,
"We had an excellent effort and I was
proud of the courage we showed. Our
man-to-man defense has improved
immensely.

Elsewhere in the OVC Monday night:
Morehead State coach Wayne Martin
says the "many wounds" suffered during this losing season by his Eagles healed with a 79-10 victory over conference
les,der Tennessee Tech:
Bob McCann pumped in 36 points and
grabbed 12 rebounds as Morehead surprised Tech.
"In a very tough season for coaches
and players, to win the last regular

season home game versus the number
one team in the league soothes very
many wounds," Martin said.
The victory, Morehead's 700th, upped
the Eagles to 7-17 and 2-10. Tennessee
Tech dropped to 16-7 and 8-3.
Tennessee Tech cut a 7-point
Morehead lead to 64-63 with 3:01 left on a
shot by Carlton Clarington, who finished
with 16 points.
But Morehead. behind an aggressive
half-court defense that came up with two
steals, pushed ahead again 73-66 with 45
seconds left. McCann had four fr,gf
throws during the run.
Morehead then hit all six free throws
down the stretch to preserve the victory.
Stephen Kite and Lonnie Boone also
had 16 points for Tech.
In other OVC action Monday night,
Eastern defeated visiting Middle Tennessee State 69-67 in overtime.
Antonio Parris scored a team -high 23
points and hit two free throws with 11
seconds left in overtime to give Eastern
Kentucky its victory in yet another close
game. The Colonels have lost their five
conference games by a total of 10 points.
Eastern is now 13-12 overall and 7-5-in
conference play. Middle Tennessee fell
to 13-11 and 6-5.
With Eastern leading 62-56, Middle
Tennessee scored the last six points of
regulation to send the game into overtime. A jumper by Kim Cooksey, who
finished with a game-high 31 points, with
2:47 left, tied the score at 62.
Eastern hit the front end of three
bonus situations to take a 67-65 lead with
45 seconds left in the extra period. Middle's Russell Smith tied the game 15
seconds later on a layup.
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squad, topped only by
"Offensively we
the 105 scored by played well," MSU
Evansville in 1983.
Coach Bud Childers
Also, the loss observed, "but on
mathmatically ,defense we were a step
eliminated the Lady behind the entire game.
Racers from post- We never stopped them
season competition in three times in a row
the Ohio Valley Con- down the court."
ference tournament.
Murray dr,ppped to

9-16 overall, 3-9 in conf e r en c e play.
Youngstown is 13-11 and
5-7.
Individually, the
Penguins were led by
Mary Jo Zodenichar.
with 25 and Danielle
Carson with 24.
Saturday the Lady

Kentucky Prep Basketball
klenetsy's Games

ss
Ballard Mem 76. Lowe,61
Breathitt Co 48. MC Napier 44
Crittenden Co 49. Caldwell Co 43
Fancy Farm 41, Farmington 39
HopkInsville 88, S Hopkins 62
Lane Oak 52, Reldland 51
Monticello 72, Casey Co 60
Murray 51, Mayfield 50 40T
Simon Kenton 63. Corbin 56
Crilv HU Aced 85, Drakesboro
62
Wing° 80. Sedalia 67
Woodford Co 63. Harrodsburg 55
Girls
Adair Co 54, Cumberland Co 51
Ashland 63. Belfry 44
Barren Co 60. Metcalfe Co 45
Bath Co 64, Lewis Co 41
Bracken Co 55. Campbell Co 47

Cawood 62, Corbin 50
Crittenden Co 51 West Hopkins
48
Darien Co 57, Henderson Co 43
E Hardin 83, Hart Co 52
Farmington 39, Fancy Farm 30
Franklin Co 70. Parts 55
Grant Co 42 Trimble Co 34
Harrodsburg 67. Lea Sayre 5
Henry Co 48, GallaUn Co 12
Hopkinaville 55. S Hopkins 51
Laurel Co 52. McCreary Central
TO
Leslie Co 58, Breathitt Co 56
Lea Bryan Sta 49. Frankfort 33
Lea Tate• Creek 73 1.ex
Catholic 35
Livingston Central 100 Providence 28
Logan Co 48. Christian Co 39
Lou Iroquois 57. Lou Valley ,51
Lynn Camp 34, Knox Central 23

College Basketball Scares
Monday's Games
EAST
Boston U 60, Colgate 34
Connecticut 71. Holy Cross 58
Fordhsim 74. Army 65, comp of
suap game
Navy 76. East Carolina 64
SOUTH
Alcorn St 107. Alabama St. 79
E Kentucky 69. Middle Tenn 67,
OT

E Tennessee St 91 Georgta St
80
Louisville 88, S Mississippi 71
Memphis St W. S Carolina 75
Morehead St 79. Tennessee Tech
70
NE Loulstarui 66, SE Louisiana 85
MIDWEST
Akron 80. Austin Peay 66
Cleveland St 78, W illinOis 69'
OT
Detroit 83, Evansville 75
E Illinois 7A Ill ^.“^
5.7

'

Lharbroil
Double Burner

Gas Grills
Save 530

ase Knives

30%

Off

All Delta
Washerless Faucets
Propane
Torch Kits
$795
Reg. $11.59

30%
Barbed
Wire
SO Rods 151/2 Go.

Length

Only

99c •
5 Yr. Warranty

Electric
30 Gal.
Water
Heater
Reg 5117.72

$98

The Top Twenty teams in the Associated Press' college basketball poll, with first-place votes in parentheses. total points based on
20-19-18-17-16.15-14.13.12.11.10-9-8.7-6-5-4.3.2.1, record
through Monday. Feb 18 and last week's ranking'
Record Pis Pvs
1 St John's i 59
22-1
1193
1
2 Georgetown (1
23-2
1145
2
3 Michigan
20-3 100 3
4 Memphis St.
20-2
975 5
5 Oklahoma
21-4
968 4
41 Duke
18-4
913 7
7 Syracuse
19-1
.471
S

8 Georgia Tech
9 So Methodist
10 Louisiana Tech
11 New Las Vegas
12 Tulsa
13 North Carolina
14 Iowa
15.Kansas
16 Illinois
17 Va Commonwelth
18 Georgia
19 Oregon St
20 Hostor. Coll

MAIN

Is 5
20 5
222
20-3
19-4
111.6
19.e
211.6
20-7
20-4
17.6
19-5
18-6

7241 A
675 9
622 12
549 14
495
375 .111
3
360 I I
357 lo
17
tel
159
k
.81 :9
•

I

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

Sale
Through
Feb. 28

22' x18

--

20' Heat Ta

49
Rog. $8.27

3 Keys
For The I
Price Of

10%
Off

Thorsen Tools
All Heavy Duty

Decorative
Chandeliers

Off

Popcorn
Popper
2"x 60 Yds.

Duct
Tape

$
6
99
Reg. $14.95

50%

$39

150 Styles

Save S2 00

Bulbs

33" x 22"

Stainless Double
White
Steel
Toilet Propane
Tanks
Seat
s
Savo $2
5
$
49

Humidifiers &
Dehumidifiers

Lifetime Warranty

Reg. $17.95

$

$5995

30
0/0
30%

Fire
Extinguisher
$788
N

Save $30

$229

veis301

I

Asst.
Sizes

,
(100ac

Built In

Whirlpool
Appliances

60 W to 1500 W

0 /0

1

MURRAY SUPPLY COMPANY
208 E

SOUTHWEST
Butler 62, Oral Roberts 611
SW Missouri 75. Arkansas St 62
FAR WEST
- Arizona 43 Washington State 60
Nevada Las Vegas 78 Fullerton
State 69
UCLA 72. Stanford 66

Vanity Combo
-;
mais.
4
Sink
and
Cabinet

Off

.Sta-Rite
Well
• Pumps

$2295

1/2" Stick
InsuReg.
lati
on
$1.39
6 Ft.

Loyola 111-52 St Louis 13
Notre Dame 61 Loyola Md
Wichita St 96 Drake 77
Youngstown St 59 Murray St 57

Thank You Murray & Calloway County For Helping Us Grow 30 Years Old.
We Promise To Continue To Give You Personal Service With Qualified People.
Quality Merchandise At The Best Prices.

9.

11

1
:

/0 Off

Off

WHOLESALE ELECTRIC
770 3361

tik

College Basketball Top 20 Poll

30TH ANNIVERSARY
APPRECIATION SALE
4

Marshall Co 75. Caldwell Co Si,
Murray 51, Mayfield 49
Nelson Co 66 Bardstown 34
Owgnsboro Catnolu 28, (iraykon
Co 24
Paducah Tilghman 69 Carlisle
Co 29
Paintsville 56, Riverside Cry 11
Reldiand 53. Lone Oak 41
Richmond Madison 13 Nicholas
Co 32
Rowan Co 40. Lex Lafayette 37
Russell 47. Ironton Ohio 37
Russell Co 57 Pulaski Co 46
Russellville 63 Edmonson Co 39
Scott Co 54, Clark Co 411
Sedalia 67 Wingo 49
Shelby Co 62, Madison Central 42
Todd Central 49 Ft Campbell
Whitesburg 80 Sheldon Clark 39
Woodford Co 42 Elikatx!thims
33

College Basketball Results

Racers host Eastern
Kentucky at 5 p.m. prior
to the nien's game at
7:30 p.m.
YOUNGSTOWN (10 4) Dardszewski 24. Teeders 8. Brunot 9.
Carson 24, Simione S. Finn 2, Porter
2, Bowers 19, Zodenlchar 25 Totals'
-38-6828-28104
MURRAY STATE (90 - Ford 3.
Laile 5, Ottinger 18, Smith 22. Todd
16 Logsdon 8, Hayden 13, Smalley 1
Kohring 2 Totals - 36-58 19-2391

753-8355

Kentucky Prep Basketball Results

Lady Racers eliminated from OVC playoff picture
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio
- a 104-91 loss to host
Youngstown State gave
the Murray State Lady
Racers a double -sting
Monday night.
The 104 points surrendered by MSU was
the second-highest yield
ever by a Lady Racer

901 SYCAMORE

206 E. MAIN

I

SUPPLY COMPANY

• I

753 8194

'10

100
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Candidate will press racism case
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - Shirley Cunningham Jr. says he will
appeal a decision by the
Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance to
dismiss his complaint
that he was the target of
a racial attack during
his 1984 race for the
Legislature.
Cunningham, a
Democrat from Fayette
County, filed the complaint against Margaret
Stewart, his Republican
opponent who won the
general election in the
76th District by 717
votes. The complaint
came over a letter mailed three days before the
election.
The letter said Cunningham. "only wants to
be State Representative
so he can say he was the
First Black Person
Elected from Fayette
County."- The words

"First Black Person"
were underlined.
Cunningham, a Lexington attorney, is
black.
The letter urged
voters to elect Mrs.
Stewart and was signed
"A concerned
neighbor." It bore no
other identification.
Mrs. Stewart
repeatedly has said she
knows nothing about the
origin of the letter. "It
didn't come from the
Stewart camp, we know
that," she said Monday.
William D. Wharton,
Cunningham's lawyer,
said he advised his
client to skip the hearing Monday before the
election registry board.
"Mr. Cunningham is not
an essential party to this
proceeding," he said.
Wharton did not
elaborate on the statement, but said he in-

DR.LAMB
Lawrence E.
Lamb, M.D.

Exercise can
help diabetic
Lawrence Lamb, M.1).
DEAR DR LAMB
Please tell
\our readers of the importance of
exercise to a diabetic I am 41 and
have had diabetes since I was .16 I
began a running program approximately., six years ago I cannot begin
to tell You how beneficial this has
been to my diabetic condition
I am 6 ft;et tall and weigh 160 I
lake onjy half the insulin I did several
years ago
I now run approximately six miles
ddi. and have more problems with
it,vk hi,od sugar than with high blood
s.ugar I do not wear glasses or have
circulator
problems. which are
known to plague diabetics
Everyone knows the importance Of
insulin and diet to diabetics, but I
have discovered the tremendous
advantage of an active exercise pro-

tended to ask the Overstreet.
registry to refer the
Overstree,t, a
case "to an appropriate Republican state
Judicial body for in- representative from
vestigation" and not to Liberty, said the matter
make a decision.
"is over" because CunnMrs. Stewart's ingham has no further
lawyer, Raymond legal recourse.
Overstreet, asked the
Wharton indicated
registry to dismiss the that the matter could be
case when he noticed appealed to Franklin
Cunningham had not Circuit Court, possibly
shown up for the in the form of a criminal
hearing.
complaint. Wharton
Overstreet said Mrs. said the complaint did
Stewart had a right to not name Mrs. Stewart
confront her accuser directly as the offending
and cross-examine any party, but only her
witnesses called on his campaign.
behalf.
Overstreet said he
After a 10-minute ex- will pursue a separate
ecutive session that was case brought by Mrs.
closed to reporters and Stewart, alleging that
others at the meeting, Cunningham failed to
registry member Kent file a campaign Masterson Brown, a spending report within
Republican Lexington the required time. A
lawyer, moved to hearing on that matter
dismiss the complaint is scheduled for late
on pie grounds cited by March.

gram in controlling blood sugar and
diabetes side effects
DEAR READER
Thanks for
sharing your experience with others.
For some time. I have recommended
exercise for diabetics who could do it
safely. Exercise will lower the blood
glucose level because the working
muscles use glycogen sugar. The
blood glucose is transported to the
muscles to provide fuel.
•
That poses one problem that diabetics who exercise must be aware of:
Acute exercise may alter your insulin
requirements. To regulate your insulin properly, you must standardize
both your diet and your level of physical activity.
,
„.
Exercise seems to intrease the efficiency of insulin, affecting the cell
walls and enhancinh the movement of
glucose into the cells.
Those who have a limited exercise
capacity often can benefit .from a
walking program. which is the way to
start any exercise program. anyway.
I'm sending you The Health Letter
18-10, Hyperglycemia: The Diabetic_
Problems which you may find of
interest Others who want this issue
can sent 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for
it to me in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York. NY 10019.
Keep up your exercise, but standardize it so you will do the same
amount each day. Insulin-dependent

ITS BETTER Ti-iAN
HAVING si.C.X.R
ATTORNEY SUE ME..
-

diabetics should standardize their diet
and their exercise, since both affect
the insulin requirement.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am a male.
81. Recently I have noticed that if I
walk one block briskly. my left leg
hurts from the knee to the bottom of
my foot. The doctor said I needed
surgery, but I said, "Doctor. I am too
old for surgery." He said he rather
thought so. too. and gave me some
medicine. This helps. but the pain is
still there if I walk a block. What does
surgery consist of and is it usually
successful'' I have not smoked in
about 40 years.
DEAR READER - Several things
can cause pain from the knee to the
bottom of your foot while walking.
You may have an obstruction in the
arteries to your leg. In some of those
cases, it is possible to put in a bypass
graft, usually of synthetic material.
These, bypass grafts were done for
years before bypass grafts for coronary artery disease of the heart were
even started. However, as with coronary bypass.operationsethere must be
a localized area of obstruction. If the
artery is obstructed throughout its
length, a bypass operation on the leg
or heart will not help.
If you have a disk problem. removal of the disk might be indicated if
conservative treatment with bed rest
does not relieve the condition.
1NEWSF'APER ENTERPRISE ASSN

WONT NEED YOU
ALL, ATTORNEY..
WE VE DECIDED TO
SETTLE OUT OF COURT
ANSTER

1-10Li.) WILL 1 EVER PAst
FOR MY NEW BRIEFCASE

2 .

(1)
he

it

Mir
tilestyle
Sou
Bull
Wash
2552.
PRESENT DONATION - Carolyn Outland, representing Need Line, accepts a $50 check from
Rital
Starks, chaplain of the Women of the Moose 1465, and Ora Lee Farris, ritual director. The presentation
was made Friday afternoon, with the money to be used to help fund the local assistance organization.

Oil, gas drilling undertaken
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP)- Appalachian Oil
and Gas .Co. has acquired a 175,000-acre
southeastern Kentucky
leasehold and will begin
drilling next week, officials say.

Jackson, Knox, Lee said.
building a 60- to 65-mile,
Leslie, Owsley and
The acquisition agree- high-pressure natural
Perry.
•
ment also calls for Ap- gas pipeline in the area
'We will begin drilling palachian to start by April, Boue said
the first of, four new
wells next week," said
Jim Boue, interim president of Appalachian.
The financial impact
The Nashville-based
of
the acquisition will
company completed the
1 .Legal
1 .L egal
acquisition Monday depend mainly on production
levels
from
any
night from Cities Service Oil and Gas Corp., new wells, company ofORDINANCE NUMBER 809
a subsidiary of Occiden- ficials said.
AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO A PROBoue said geological
tal Petroleum, officials
POSED HIGHWAY PROJECT WITH THE
surveys
already have
CITY LIMITS OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY,
said.
shown "tremendous
PERTAINING TO A TRAFFIC AGREEAppalachian is a reserves" of natural
MENT BETWEEN THE CITY OF MURpublicly held company, gas, with the most proRAY AND THE COMMONWEALTH.
which already.. has 16 ductive gas well in KenWHEREAS, tile Kentucky Department of
producing gas and oil tucky located at the
Transportation, Bureau of Highwayswells in a 10,000-acre center of the leasehold. ''
( hereinafter referred to as "Department"
section of the
"We are looking at
has made a survey and prepared -plans on
175,000-acre leasehold.
tremendous earnings
Highway Project, US 641, in the City of MurThe leasehold include for next year. The
ray, (hereinafter referred to as "City" and
eight counties: potential revenues are
described as follows: The reconstruction of
Breathitt. Clay, astronomical." Boue
12th Street-US 641 project, within the city
limits of Murray,from Sycamore Street to
the junction of Utterback Road.
THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
Including therein all of the right, title and
interest held by the City in the approaches
C. 1945 U 'versa, Q,ess Sy ru:I,c•le
to all other city street crossed by said
•., I
project.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED
BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
'
/
1
44FOF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
That the following be ratified and approved by this Board:
4'41.1s4i
siQP
Section I. That the City recognizes that
certain traffic regulations will be required
••'•
•ga )
.4E1
by the construction of the project within the
•-a
•i•ip
city limits and hereby grants to the Mayor
WO
S.
authority to enter into a contract
(designated as TD 11-39) on behalf of the City with the Department putting into effect
the provisions of this section.
Section II. Any ordinances or parts of Ordinances in conflict herewith are hereby
0
.14
repealed to the extent of such conflict.
•4:
4̀ )
IA
Section III, This Ordinance shall be in.tta
•
troduced and considered by the City Council with relation to pertinent Kentucky
Statutes, and ordinances of Murray,
i
Kentucky.
Adopted the 14 day of Feb., 1985
Holmes Ellis
Mayor
•
Attest: Jo Crass
City Clerk
"Dang! My hot!"

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
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z- Q

A/o

•op
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POW ARE )
YOU,SQUEAK?

HOW WOULD
YOU FEEL IF
YOU GOT SUCKED
OP IN A
VACUUM
4
it iii
"
iiiiL.LE

1-10W HUMILIATING! MLA MOOSE,
voRgRR
SOCKED OP LIKE A COMMON
PIECE OF DIRT. TI4AT'5 JUST MY
LOCK!WHAT ARE THE. CHANCES
OF THAT EVER
HAPPENING?

19
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

.116,41,k4ir
Nk\
.i•Il1

"

II 7

.....

ACROSS

CLEANING HIS
FINGERNAILS WITH
A PENCIL

I CAN'T BELIEVE I DID
TH5 TO MYSE)

1 Judge
5 Wine cups
9 Male sheep
12 Site of Tel
Mahal
13 Girl's name
14 Sudsy brew
15 Abhor
17 Spanish article
18 Neckpiece
19 Carry
21 Country of Asia
23 Most pleasing
27 Agave plant
28 Chicago airport
29 Turf
31 Make lace
34 Chinese
distance
measure
35 Pullman car .

38 Symbol for
rhodium
39 Choose
41 Offspring
42 Eagle's nest
44 Teutonic deity
46 Hardly
48 Having
branches
51 Without end
52 High mountain
53 River in Siberia
55 Bursts forth
59 Diocese
60 Wheel tooth
62 Country of Asia
63 That woman
64 Chair
65 Kind of mug

Answer to Provious Puzzla
A
A
E
118 A
T
0
A
A
A
A
A
0
0
A
A
0
0
00
A
A
A0
V
A
A
S
R

4,4

4,4

3 Period of time
4 Substances
5 Rugged mountain crest
6 Roman 1001

DOWN
1 Pigeon pea
2 The self

11
:2

2

illil

UU

lii

Two ivoitYLANA AAIIIITER.,

)
HASN'T NOTICED
U5 YET,DEvIL.,„
WE'LL 5TAY IN
FREE FALL FOR
A LITTLE

ven

:
3

6

7

8

:
4

18

7 Devou ed
8 Seasoning
9 Hare
10 Century plant
11 Flesh
16 Hostelries
20 Element
22 Kind of type:
abbr
23 Piece for one
24 Beat
25 Babylonian
deity
26 Cover
30 More beloved
32 Seed covering
33 Pronoun
36 Dawn goddess
37 Newly enlisted
soldier
40 Mood
43,Concerning'
•
45 Sun god
47 Prevent
48 Reckless
49 Toward shelter
50 Records
54 Insect
56 In favor of
57 Flap
58 Vessel's curved
planking
61 Cooled lava

II• NU NM•
II
ill MINI
Milli
II N
NUUUU II III 1111111
N- II ill
II II
NUN MIUU ill ill.•
MN NUNUUUUU
Nil
ill NUUU
NUU Nil Ill
Mind
NUU iill'U NUUU
NUUUUU NUUU

Advertisement
For Bids
Kentucky Finance
and Administration
Cabinet. Department for Facilities
Marrigement. Division of Contracting
and Administration, Room 0145,
New Capitol Annex,
Frankfort,
KY
40601.
INVITATION TO
BID ES-205-85
OPENING DATE:
Thursday, March 7,
1985 2:00 P.M.,
E.S.T.
PROJECT
Fire Alarm &
Elevator Control
Modification
Murray, KY
For Additional Information And Bid
Documents Call
502/564-3050
2.N.otice
UR-Dot Ceramics,
Open Mon.-Sat. Classes
2p.m.-10p.m. Tues &
Thurs. 474-2708.
PAT' Lose It! Safe.
Natural- Guaranteed.
$31.45 delivered. Dis•
tributors needed
statewide. Lose weighteitin money. A.W.'s
Aberdeen, KY 42201
1502 525.3380.

n

Cail 763-371 1
.SEE Domino's Pizzas
-valuable coupon in the
yellow pages of the
Murray Calloway
County phone book
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5. Lost and Found
LOST calico cal" wearing yellow collar with
I.D. tags, Edinborough
Dr. area. Call 753-6931.

10. Business Opportunity
20, Sports Equipment
27. Mobile Homes for Sale 37. Livestock-Supplies
46. Homes for Sale
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
ER-to invest in !NIL NCHAKUS 1 9 8 2 1 4 x 6 2 TILCLOG
homes. Over 40 GENERAL HOME bILL-riectric is now re1000
BALES
of
hay,
Late model auto salvage ballbearing, $12. Prac- CANEER, 2 BR,
1 bath. $2.00 a bale. Call 435- standard models. Free REPAIR. 15 years ex- winding electric motors
deal. Call 759-1222 tice chuks, rubber partially furnished.
brochure. Honest Abe perience. Carpentry. Call 753-9104.
Se- 4237.
Robert, 6-8 evenings.
coated, $6. Throwing rious inquiries only GOOD hay for
sale. Log Homes, Route One. concrete, plumbing,
DD job
,
stars, Samurai swords, After 6p.m. 753-6785
Round & square bales. Box 84CK, Moss, Ten- roofing. siding. NO JOB ceiling fans,specialist
6. Help Wanted :- 11. Instruction
electrical,
butter fly- kinives. 1983 MOUNTAIN Brook Contact Thomas
nessee
38575.
16151
258TO
SMALL.
Free es- plumbing,
Lamb
DIABETIC lady would
You
Rogers Gun Shop 759- 14x64, 2 BR, 1 large Jr. 753-8555
3648.
timates. Days 753-6973, name it. Ifencing.
TER flight 9673.
do it. You
like mature woman as RELICOP
bath,
all
electric,
partraining
nights
474-2276.
buy, I install. You
Reduce
live in companion; package, private pilot
tially furnished. 1 ow- 38. Pets -Supplies
RING by Sears. break, I fix Call 436-$4,450.00 (no
erweight
cooking k light previous
FOR
SALE
ner,
ii v
bought
new
August
24.
Sears
Miscellaneous
continuous gut- 2868.
AKC Brittany Spaniel
housework involved. quired). training reters installed for your
to be 4'x8'MASONITE siding '83. 753-0109, after 4p.m. puppies. Call 753-0874
Spacious 2 story,
Call before 6p.m. 753- conductedTraining
474-2374.
Will
sell
•
for
at your air- $9.75 and up. Mid-S
specifications. Call
1141-,Y, 41&9.
EISTERED AKC
3 bedroom, 3'h
outh payoff.
Aluminum and Vinyl
port. 1-606-498-4652.
Sears 753-2310 for free
Collie puppies. 6 weeks
Wholesale Building; 342 773 CRITERION 12x60,
baths brick home.
siding and Aluminum
ertUmate.
old.
Ready
for
East
new
Washington: BR, 1 bath, partially
Large kitchen, living
Sales men or
trim for all houses. It
homes. Call 759-1867.
Paris; 642-2552.
13. For Sale or Trade
American 140cst
furnished. Moving must
•
Wedding
room,
stops
family
painting.
room
local
opwomen,
msocKition
150 OLDS transmission FTRE logs. Pine Moun- sell. Phone 759-1608 41. Public Sales
Photography
•
and lots of storage. 2
portunity,
full
Jock
Glover
$100. 1968 Ford truck tain, 3 hour, multi color, after 5p.m.
753 8298
•
car paneled garage
time, no travel. No
front cap $175, 360 $1.59 'case of 6 $8.59.
•
753-18
CARTER
73
STUDIO
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
on 21/2 acre shaded
engine $350, 3-speed Coast to Coast.
door to door, high
• 300 MAINS! SUM
ROOVER
special,
dust
lot.
5 miles North of
transmission with
2 OR 3 BR, furnished.
• 1 North 3rd Entrant.
TYROFOAM ceiling
P A,INTINGearnings.
ExSurplus Units
overdrive $85, chrome cup model. No bags AC/natural gas. Shady
Murray. Call after 4
tile- 12"x12"- three
pap.erhan
needed.
Reg.
ging,
$159.99
perience helpful
bumpers
Oaks
•$35,
753-5209.
power
e
er
p.m.
from South Cen753-7628.
Styles- $.22 ea. Mid commerciai- resteering with pump $90, reduced to $129.99. FOR rent, mobile home.
vice.
Topping,
cutting,
right
train
will
but
South Wholesale
sidential Free esrear end $50, windshield Coast to Coast furnished, nice. Virgil
tral Bell.
trimming, etc. Also, timates.
Building; 342 East
people. No phone
References 25
$40, bed $100. white Hardware.
clean-up
Reding,
work,
Hwy
shrubb641
1
mile
Washington; Paris; 642yrs experience
Location: MurNEW wedding gown for from Hazel,
interviews. Call
spoke
wheels
ery
&
over
$60,
grown
areas
Ky.
Call
2552.
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
radiator *40, 15" & 16" sale, never been worn. 492-8806. Rent $150
ray Auto Auc- 48. Auto Services Fast, dependable ser- TtOOFINGV
502-354-6377
Plumbing,
5-lug wheels $40 set. Call 759-1551.
vice
Insured.
00015
month,
For
$300
reconditi
deposit.
free
oned
Siding. Additions.
ask for Mr. Baxter.
tion, Almo, Ky. 5 batteries. guaranteed
1977 Impala body parts, PANELING
NICE, 2 BR trailer near
, estimates call 437-4607
!
Paneling!
'1
-writing,
Jim Suiter & Jerry
General
Carrear end *50. 1972 Paneling!
$15. Call 753-3711
INSULATION blown in pentry. P.A
$4.75 and up. Murray. No pets. Call '- miles North of
Molony Co
EASY ASSEMBLY Chevelle body parts, Mid-South Wholesale 489-2611.
by Sears. TVA ap- 753Henry will be in our
8628
Free_
Murray on Hwy.
WORK! $600.00 per 100. rear end $35. 1973 Building; 342 East OWNER left state. Must
proved. Save on those
showroom from
49 Used Cars
Guaranteed payment. Chevelle body parts, Washington; Paris; 642- sell large 12x70 mobile
high heating and cool- Estimates
1824,
formerly
No experience/no rear end $35. Complete 2552.
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
1058 FORD plaup Call ing bills_ Call Sears
home, many extras,
sales. Details send self- jeep running gear mi. SEASONED firewood- $7500. B-4 Coach EsHwir. 641.
753-2310 for free
753-1820
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
addressed stamped en- nus engine $400. 1969 oak, hickory, mixed tates. For information
estimate.
1972
FORD
LTD.
air,
Thursday, Feb. am-fm radio, new
velope; Elan Vital- 332, Jeep Commando body hardwoods $30/rick 753-5292.
PURDOM
JOINER'S Tree Sertires.
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft. parts. 1973 Ford truck delivered. Min. order 2 TWO bedroom, couple
28 at 5:30 p.m. Call after 6p.m. vice. 30 years exMOTORS, INC.
or
doors $40, 302 engine
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
perience. Also bucket
ricks. Call John 13over couple with one child, all
Included are 753-7485.
Olds Pont Cad Buick
EXCELLENT income $225. 14" & 15" radial & 753-0338.
1973 NOVA. 24,000 miles truck for hire. Call
electric, by East School.
Free Estimates
bias-ply
tires
315425.
for part time home
cars, vans, utility for 1983 or 1984 Olds, gas 753-0366
STEREO cabinet, re- $135 per month. Call 753759-1983
assembly assembly 1970 Chevrolet truck frigerator, solid oak
5405
or
after
diesel
5
PM.
plus
cash.
Call
trucks,
GLASS work, a com- work. For info. call rear end $50. 753-0307 new baby bed
station
437-4608.
$325, bunk
after 6p.m.
EWINC Machipe Replete line of glass repair 504-641-8003.
FARM
beds, regular beds, love 29. Heating and Cooling
wagons
and 1974 VEGA Coupe, expair. All makes and
& replacement work for
GEORGE Hodge and seat and carpet. Call 2 ALLADIN kerosene
cellent cond.. auto. ps.
models Industrial,
the car, home and
suburbans.
LUMBER
63,000 miles. asking
Sony We buy trade and 759-4194 or 7534746.
ELECTRICIAN
heaters, 10,000 & 7,600
home
business. Install auto
and commercial.
$1200
sell used furniture,
or best offer. Call
*Boxing
Journeyman by/exTerms: Cash 762-4789.
38 yrs. experience All
glass, fix storm winTnucic load aluminum BTU'S. Call 759-1491
appliances
and
perience
*Framin
work
g
dows, storm doors,
be
guaranteed. Kenor Previously ApFor sale: used freezers, ladder sale. Step lad- 30. Business
neth Barnhill, 753-2674.
wood and metal sash
prepared to take
Rentals
1977 GRAND Prix, red.
ders: 4'- $22.99, 5'•
*Born Posts
refrigerat
ors,
ranges,
proved
Stella, Ky
Checks
windows. Mirrors and
loaded. Please call after
practical exam Murwashers & dryers, used $23.99, 6'- $24.99, 8'- 1200 SQ. ft. available
*Fence Posts
SHOLAR Plumbing &
glass table tops, patio
6p.m. 759-4505.
$46.99. Extension March 1st. Ideal for Call 753-8300
ray area project.
bunk
beds,
regular
*Treated Lumber
Electric Call 437-4740
door glass and glass for
1978 BUICK Regal. Call
beds, bedroom suites, ladder: 14'- $36.99. 16'- office space or small
fireplaces replaced. ,P.O. Box 1040-S
Only the sale of 759-1087.
$38.99, 20'• $54.99, 24'- business. Next to
*Metal Roofing
dinette
suites,
couch
&
Store front glass, stor
$67.99, 28'- $97.99. Wallin Tucker T.V. Sale, 1912 teleph
nr713XFMM!Ero
R1979 DATSUN 310. Good
*Farm HardyirTe
one
front metal doors and Club needs pro- chair sets, odd chairs & Hardware Paris.
condition. 81800 firm TLC
Coldwate
r
Rd.
Call
couches,
shelves
&
closers replaced. Door fessional, comTRUCK
vehicles
load
open to Call 753-8162 after 5p.m.
water
BAILEY'S"weather strips and missioned salespeople bookcases, pots, pans heater sale. Round 5 yr. 753-4524. ,
We
c ean
1979 EL Camino, ampublic.
some home improve- to sell club member- 'and dishes. #10 Dixieland glass lined tanks, FOR +lease, 604 Olive
FARM
everythi
ng
fm,
St.,
case,
3,000
ith
tilt,
sq.
ft.
cruise.
of
Shopping
office
Center.
ment work. Plus store ships, prospects furd ouble heating space. 3 months free
Nice. *4.000. Call 753TENDER, LOV1N
fixture work, gtass nished. Excellent
LUMBE
R
elements. 10 gal. $99.99, rent with 3 yr. lee.
7275.
shelves, display cases, working conditions. 14. Want to Buy
40 gal.- $109.99, 50 gal.. Call collect:. Wayne
CARE
stands, racks and decor Must be enetget1c, err43.
SUPPLY
Real
1982 BUICK Regal. 2 dr.
Estate
$139.99. Table top
Carpets DRY
mirrors made to thusiastic & clean cut. AVOCADO appliances. models, 30 gal, $179.99. Mayes 502-582-1400.
brown
&
beige.
BeautiIndustrial Drive
DANK of Murray & Fm
specification. M&G Call Larry Sutter 9-5 Need washer, dryer, 40 gal.- $199.99, 50 gal.- 31. Want to Rent
ful car. Call 759-4012.
Cleaned.
New
H.A.
repossesse
d
pro
electric
range
&
reMurray, Ky.
Complete Glass Co.. •
502-33652..
.1 1 n
perUes., Other listings 19,83 Couger Marquis,
frigerator, all in good $ 203.9, 9
machine
ELI
,
Attit
only
'people
Dixieland Center. Ph.
Phone
canyon
759-1099
red.
loaded. Call
Hardware. Paris.
State Re- condition. Call 436-5806.
.
want to rent both sides Murray-Calloway Co. 753-8709.
753-0180.
one in this area.
sort Park is currently
Realty,
304
N.
12th
St.
of
a
duplex
April
1st.
putting together a file of
753-8146 or Ron Talent '71 MERCEDES 220-D
wIN beds and dresser. Call 753-2200.
759-9754
APPLIANCE REPAIR
local entertainers. If 15. Articles for Sale
$4,000. Call 489-2487.
753-9894.
$125
Mobile Home
Factory authorized for
759-1834
you sing, dance, call #2 SHINGLES-$17.95
82
Z28,
black
&
32.
gold.
Apts
for
$7500.
Rent
Grand
Prix,
$950.
sq.;
44 Lots for Sale
square dances, perform .7/8'' Roofing
Excellent condition. Tappan. Kelvinator and
nails- Must Sell. Call 753-5292.
Brown. Service on gas. WET BASEMENT' We
1 & 2 BR apt. near
magic, tend bar, teach 50Ib.- $11.00.
753-4487.
Call
1
ACRE lot with septic
Mid-South WHIRLPOOL microwave downtown Murray.
and electric ranges. make wet basements
Happy 54th fishing techniques or Wholesale Building;
tank,
well, 30x30 shop '84 OLDS Cutlass microwaves, dis- dry
oven with 700 watts cook- Adults only. Call 753Work.
have almost any unique East Washing 342 ing power,
Only $4.50 4109, 762-6650, or 436- with half bath. East of Broughm, 2 dr, triple hwashers, re- guaranteed completely
ton;
talent and would like to Paris; 642-2552.
Call or
Birthday
Murray. Call 436-5570.
week.
Rudolph
Goodyear.
frigerators
2844.
.
etc.
Earl
burgandy;
power winwrite 'Morgan Conbe considered for part
3
753-0595.
LOTS
PIECE
for
living
sale,
room
apLovett-3546956
or
1
BR
753basement apt. All
dows, doors, seats; tilt;
struction Co. Rt. 2. Box
and we wish time employment mail suite, $350. Bumper pool
utilities & cable fur- proximately 1 acre, cruise; am-fm; factory 5341.
409A, Paducah, Ky
your resume (no phone
25. Business Services
near
table
Land
with
Between
poker
the
top,
APPLIAN
CE
nislied. See at 1625
wheels, raised letter
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
calls please) to Joe
you many
West, recreation direc- $150. Call 489-2308 or JOYCE Noel -Tax Ser- Hamilton Ave any time Lakes. Asking $7,000. tires; vinyl roof, velour SERVICE. Kenmore, WTLL haul white rock,
Call
489-2360.
vice.
Short
602-458-2075
forms
.
still
Westin
ghouse. sand, lime, rip rap and
Thur. &
tor. Kenlake State Re
split seats; 12,000 miles,
more.
weekends. Afternoons 45. Farms for
sort Park, Rt. 1, Hardin, A0-lb. CONCRETE mix- V7.50, long forms $15 -Tue.'
like new. Call 753-6879 Whirlpool. 22 years masonary sand. coal.
Sale
and
up
(include
s
$1.85;
mortar
experience_
m1xParts and dirt, gravel, fill sand
Mon. Wed., & Fri.
Beth & Jerry Ky. 42048.
or 753-8579.
$ 2 .6'5 . Mid -South Federal & State. In Females only.
APPROXIMATELY 14 GOV'T surplus cars & service. Bobby Hopper. Call Roger Hudson.
Wholesale Building; 342 home service for COUPLE of female acres all cleared, large trucks under $100.
Bob's
Appliance Ser- 753-4545 or 753-6763.
East Washington; elderly or shut-ins. Call graduate students will pond, fenced & plenty of available in your Now vice, 202 S. 5th St.
DAIRYMAN
area.
489-2440 between 8a.m.- share a 3 BR house
Paris; 642-2552.
road
Business
frontage. Located Call 1(619)569-0242.
753-4872. 436near
5:rwC7-7ffili47715
8p.m. for appointment MSU and downtown.
NEEDED
5848 ihome
1 block off Hwy 94 MONTE
BARRETT'S
Carlo- 1981,
one refused. Visa/ or
information
.
between
Lynn Grove & burgundy color,
753-6577 or call collect
am-fm,
Mastercard. Call With experience.
Tri
City, $15.000. Call tilt, cruise,
SERVICE
443-1071 for Kathy.
Trailer available.
air, PB, PS,
1-(6191-569-0242.
OFFICE
MIKE HODGE'S
EXTREMELY energy L.G. Williams, Chief bucket seats. Exc. cond.
CENTER
1-554-4550
efficient one BR duplex Paduke Realty in One owner. 55,000 miles.
TAX SERVICE
FURNI
TURE
Paducah
443-7303.
200
N. 4th Street
on
Hwy
280.
Water
Enrolled To Practice
Do Something Nice
86300. 502-247 4170.
Desks, files, chairs,
furnished. Call 753-8848.
LONG distance truckSERVICE SPECIALS
Before
The
IRS.
Bachelor
46.
Homes
for
INTERIOR
Sale
For Yourself.
ing. No experience folding tables, etc.
50. Used Trucks
FURNISHED Apartment
Degree in Accounting at
EXTERIOR
MUFFLERS
necessary. norone bedroom, also sleep- 3 I3R home in Hardin, 2 1968 F-100 SWB with 301 PAINTING
Call BIBLE CALL
Murray State. 8 years of
acres,
central
air
&
thAmerican
CRYTS USED experience preparing In- ing room. Adults only. heat. full basement. V-8, 3 speed. Call 753Van Lines
759-4444
n
Zimmerman Apts, S 16th
eeds
6581.
dividual, Business, PartnerWALLPAPERING
OFFICE
Children's Tape
owner/operators! If
Street. Murray. Call 753- Only serious inquiries 1974
FORD pickup, 302
ship,
call
and
Corporate
437-4713
you need training, we
6609.
Installed
759-4445
auto, $850 Call 753-9181
JIM DAY
FURNITURE
returns. Low rates and
will train you. You will
NICE duplex in private
Double
Wrapped,
or
753-8124.
,s
hundreds
of satisfied
1016 Jefferson
TRY the New Avon operate your own tracarea. Lease & deposit
PAINTING
1975 CHEVROLET
Aluminized Shell,
FOR SALE
clients. Now preparing
earnings opportunity tor. If you don't have
required. Call 753-3343.
Paducah, Ky.
Silverado. V-8 auto. PS.
Welded Baffles k
returns day or night call
and earn $250-$500 one, northAmerican ofTAKING applications
753-3716
442-4302
PB, air. tilt Good
BY OWNER
weekly. Call 753-0232 fets a tractor purchase
Seams, Whisper
759-1425
for Section 8. Rent
for
an
*FREE ESTIMATES*
condition.
See
at
Cains
I.
anytime. For service program that puts you
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 12 story house. 4
appointment
Quiet Sound.
AMC,644 N
into a tandem -axle VCR's, limited time and
too.
bedrooms, livIngroom,
LICENSED Electrician
BR. Apply Hilldale
1976
CJ-5,
V-8,
ps.
$2400
tractor for an initial quanity. Super Buy. Call gHTRLEY DAVIS
Phone
for residential and
TAX Apts., Hardin, Ky. dining room. il•n.
Call 753-7291
Investment of $2995 to 492-8349.
commercial. Heating
SERVICE- Federal and Equal Housing
WE TAKE
built-in kitchen, wood
753-600
1
1977 CHEN Y custom and air condition, gas
$5495. If you are 21 or WHIRLPOOL heavy
state
• Most Oratorical Co... 4 light
returns (7,ortunity.
ettech•sl
THE CAKE
van.
Good
condition.
over and think you may washer with 4 cycles. preparedtax
Truths.
installation
ferstign
Seas
and
repair.
Cars
TWO
bedroom furnished
place or
garage and workshop.
Balloon Bouquets, Fruit
Call 753-9181 or 753-8124.
qualify, we'd like to ,talk Only $6.00 per week. mine. No your
Phone 753-7203.
and one bedroon uncharge!
extra
Morn
I.
pond,
on
3
Baskets, Gorlla-Grams, to you. For a compfete Rudolph Goodyear. 753- Free -pickup and deliv- furnished apartment,
1079 LUV pickup, extra vr ED Work-- on your
acres, less than 15
Wanted
nice. Call 437-4171.
Rent-a-Clown, Cakes, information package 0595.
Lease and deposit retrees^ Topping, prun- 57
ery. Phone 436-5574.
minutes from Murray
1980 FORD F-i50 pickup ing, shaping. complete •ANTED. a quiet
Catering, Free Delivery. call toll free 1-800-848- wrrrnrrequired.
no
pets,
adults
1000 Ask for dept. 194.
4x4. 2-tone blue. Good removal and more. Call Christian lady as live in
$49,300.
Coll
753-9280
frigerator with textured
only. Call 753-9208 after 4
condition. Call 753-5708.
Richard W. Jones
1-345-21117.
steel door. Only $8.00 per
BOVER'S TREE companion to elderly
pm.
9. Situation Wanted
SERVICE for Pro- lady Room. board &
week.
Rudolph
Tax
Goodyear
UNFURNIS
Service
HED.
2
BR
5. Lost and Found
1-1AULING of all kinds, 753-0595.
Boats-Motors
52
fessional tree care salary Call 753-3077 or
duplex apt. 1631 Farmer PY owner, beautiful
Confidential professional
MEDIUM dog, golden clean attics, basements
492-8225
Ave. Private carport & Cape Cod, 4 BR, 2 bath. NFW pontoon boat & 753-0338.
service BS in accounting
rust color with green & garages. Haul garbdriveway. Married 31'x22' family room, Johnson motor, rewith 14 years experience
collar lhas name & age in county. Free 16. Home Furnishings
couple. No pets. $100 finished basement, gas cently purchased. Call
phone no.) Answers to estimates. Call after wrintEraarTeViidi7li in preparing personal, deposit.
$200 rent. Re- heat, TVA insulation. 759-1087
Jessie. Reward offered. 5:30p.m. 437-4568.
business and farm returns
dryer with 3-temp selecference required. Call low utilities Beautifully
Lost in vicinity of IMITION wanted: to tions. Only $4.00 per
94 West and
landscaped with patio 53. Services Offered
492-8174.
OERKIrS
coldwater Rd. Call 753- stay with elderly folks week. Rudolph Goodyear,
Oaks Road
garden & fenced yart.
KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM
0692.
in home. Call 437-44307.
753-0595.
33. Rooms for Rent
Call 753-3215 for appointExcellent location. For
WOODWORKING
Aluminum
CUSTOM
WITMETC-front vlctnity SEWING- alterations.
&
ment day or night.
MigrfrAmr•====
campus. appointment call 753•
of Broad & Sycamore, babysitting, ironing. All 19. Farm Equipment
Service Co.
OVE R
7522.
yellow male cat, wear- my work's guaranteed. POLE buildings- 24'x40 • R advertising Boys only. Call 753-5561.
•
Aluminum and vinyl
:
10 YEARS
ing white collar. Family All types of tailoring. I completely., erected $3, specialties, calendars, 34. Houses for Rent
SOLID WOOD CABINETS a•
siding. Custom trim
XPIRIENif f
RAISED PANEL DOORS
pet, loved & missed have an answering 650. 12'x8' end slider magnetic signs, and
work. References.
March • Oolg • Walnut • Chary
very much. On medica- machine so for any of and entrance door in- political campaign 3 BEDROOM house.
Call
Will
Dailey,
Ed
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
tion, been 'Lost for 1 these services call cluded. Other size's ,rnaterials, .call Jim 1639 Miller, Murray.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Remodeled Coun753-0689
492-8225.
week. If anyorre'tias him Barbara 759-1836.
available. Blitz Cain, Murray, Ky.
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
try Home. Easy 12
TWO or Three bedroom
please release him so he WILL do babysitting En Builders, Inc. 1-800-428- Phone 15021 759-1602.
COMPITITIVI PRICKS Drop Sy & SO* Our Display
tNt b. sales at Sears
B
can come home. Call my home day & night. 4009 KY. 1-800-792-3498 "You feel no pain when house, energy efficient
now Call Sears 753-2310
Mile Drive from
753_5940•
•
with
appliances,
753-6309.
no pets.
Call 753-6043.
for free estimate for
'1212 Main Murray, Ky.
IND.
you buy from Cain "
Murray
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PRODUCTION OPERATORS
for a personnel clerk. A successful
Machining
candidate will possess a high
Total Liquidation Of The Estate Of
8.8
A .P.R
Assembly
school education with a minimum
Financing Rate on SlO
VIRGIL LEO NEUMANN
We have approximately twenty (20) openPickups Through 3 31 85
ings in a production line start-up. The jobs
of 2 years general office & clerical
to.p.IN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
will be filled with individuals possessing a
"LEO'S JEWELRY STORE"
experience. Good communications
733 26 1 7 •W/MW/AWSA
positive-attitude, the willingness to work
Rings
Diamonds
Sapphires
interper
and
sonal
inaRRAWAIMWAT
skills
must.
a
InIWAVAS
and the desire and ability to succeed with
Earrings Rubys
Onyx
dustrial personnel experience
a growing company. Experience in
Necklaces
Opals
Topaz
assembly and machining in an industrial
preferred.
Gold Chains
Tourmaline
Turquoise
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
environment a plus.
We offer a comprehensive salary
Men's
Rings
Aquamari
ne .
Emeralds
,Gold
Silver
Charms
Tigerr & Ca) Eyes
Closed
and benefit package. Qualified inClosed
The normal work ached We will consist of six
NOTE - The HonotobleG.NsneeAhtt-w tolin irttOrri‘if for the estate of
Yesterday 305 50
Yesterday
6.31.
(8) hours per day, thirty (30) hours per
dividuals shquld send'resume &
Virgil Leo NeUmann, has commissioned the "Auctioneer" to sell the
Opened
Opened
week; 8:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
complete salary history in coninventory of "Leo's Jewelry''. Seldom has merchandise of this quality
Today
303.20
Today
6.23
fidence to:
& beauty been offered on these circumstances. Be there prerved to buy.
Down
2.30
Down
.08
The Cabinet for Hitinan Resources, Dept.
Complus-tents of
for Employment Services will be accepting
Briggs and Stratton Corp.
Merchondiso May Bs Vilma] 1 2 p o, Dais of Salo
b•
GOLD es SILVER CUSTOM
applicattala for the above positions at Roy
A
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P.O. Box 269
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Kentucky News in Brief

England rites Robert Flood Funeral today for Mrs. Carr LEXINGTON. Ky.(API- Lexington attorney
Norrie Wake, a Democrat, has announced he will
run or Fayette County attorney, a post held for
conducted
Services for Mrs. Nola service.
services will
Carr were today at 11
Pallbearers were Joe nearly 16 years by E. Lawson King.
Wake said Monday he didn't intend to make a
here today
be tomorrow a.m. in the chapel of the Kemp, Ronnie Watson, campaign
issue of a
The funeral for Mrs.
Gracie England was today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev. Norman
Culpepper officiated.
The song service was
-presented by Pat Miller,
Nellie Lewis and Joanne
Cavitt.
Pallbearers were
David England, Thomas
Andrew Sullivan,
Gregory Alan England,
Danny Ray Gibson,
Kenneth Allen England
and Scott Eric England.
Burial was In the
Milburn Cemetery at
Milburn.
Mrs. England, 76. 1319
Vine St.. Murray. died
Sunday at 6:30 a.m. at
the West View Nursing
Home.
She is ourvived by
three daughters. Mrs.
Gail Poole, Mrs. Carol
Gibson and Miss Suzette
England; four sons,
Ronald, Larry, James
L. and Douglas
England; three sisters,
Mrs. Edith Humphreys,
Mrs. Gerald Hayden
and Mrs. Christine
Fleming; 18 grandchildren; nine greatgrandchildren.

Services for Robert
Flood will be Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. in the
chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Norman Ellis will
officiate. Mrs. Oneida
White will be organist.
Burial will follow in
the Dixon Cemetery id
the Land Between the
Lakes.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 4
p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Flood, 75, 813
Hurt Dr_ Murray, died
Sunday morning at the
West View Nursing
Home.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Gracie
Williams Flood; ,.two
daughters, Mrs.
Frances Henry and
Mrs. Katie Pearl Mitchell; one son, Glenn
Flood; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Ralph D.
Lovett; one stepson,
Ralph Robertson; three
grandchildren.

Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
John Dale and the
Rev. James Fortner officiated. Jerry Bolls
directed the song

Mr. McKinney
dies Sunday:
rites planned

Dennis Tidwell, Tim
Tidwell, Robert Lynn
Tidwell and Kenneth
Tidwell.
Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Carr, 82, Rt. 2,
died Sunday at 8:30 a.m.
at the West View Nursing Home.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. James
(Evon) Towery. Rt. 2;
two sisters, Mrs. Malinda Moore and Mrs.
Laura Kemp; one
brother, Cornelious
(Preacher) Tidwell;
two granddaughters,
Mrs. Jim Crick and
Mrs. Steve Johnson;
four greatgrandchildren.

The funeral for Lubie
McKinney will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of the Byrn
Funeral Home,
Mayfield.
Burial will follow in
the Maplewood
Cemetery there.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Mr. McKinney, 72, Rt.
6, Paducah, died Sunday
at 9 p.m. at his home. He
was a retired employee
of the Cole Lumber Co.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Quillie
McKinney; two
NEW YORK (AP) daughters, Mrs. Bobbie
N. Holmes, Mayfield, Country music star
and. Mrs. Linda Crass, Larry Gatlin said he's
Kirksey; one son, had an addiction proWayne McKinney, blem for up to 10 years
but feels "almost
Paducah.
Also surviving are one virginal" after receivlirother, Tommy ing treatment.
Gatlin, 36, said he was
McKinney, Mayfield;
half sister, Mrs. treated in a California
Capitola Latham, _rehabilitation center
Services for Mrs. Lue Mayfield; 13 grand- last month far. alcohol
Cornwell are today at 1 children; 23 great- and drug addiction. The
servicesMrs.
p.m. in the chapel of the grandchildren.
drug was not identified.
.Filbeck and Cann
Gatlin, known for hits
Funeral Home, Benton.
like "All the Gold in
O.D. McKendree is
California," said in an
officiating.
interview on ABC's
Burial will follow in
"Good Morning
Final rites . for Mrs. the Union Hill
America" that "I feel
Pearl Elkins were Mon- .Cemetery.
almost virginal. I feel
day at 1 p.m. in the
Mrs. Cornwell, 91, Rt.
The funeral for like I have a new shot at
chapel of the Blalock- 1. Benton.
died Sunday
Aubrey Crank, Jr., is to- things, a new chance."
Coleman Funeral at 11:58
p.m. at the Mar- day at 2 p.m. in the
"It finally dawned on
Home. Henry Hargis shall County
Hospital.
chapel of the McEvoy me that I couldn't db it
and Bob Carey ofThe widow of Duff Funeral- Home, Paris, on my own, so I went to
ficiated. Joe Thompson Cornwell, she was
a Tenn. The Rev. Warren the experts and said,
was leader for the song member of the Union
Sykes is officiating.
'Hey. I want to stop this.
service with singers Hill Church of Christ.
Pallbearers are Help me, please.' And
from the Hazel Church
One daughter, Mrs. members of the Henry they did."
of Christ.
Myrtle Zwink, Benton:, County Highway
patlin and his
Active pallbearers survives,
along with one Department. Burial will brothers Steve and
were Edwin Elkins,
sister, Mrs. Novie follow in the Mount Rudy performed SaturMax McCuiston. Scott
Starks, Hardin; four Pleasant Cemetery.
day night at the
Barrow. Ronnie Keller- grandchildren;
eight
Mr. Crank, Jr., 59, Presidential Inaugural
man, Keys McCuiston great-grand
children; was found dead Satur- Gala.
and Samuel Elkins.
several nieces and day at his home in
Honorary 'pallbearers nephws.
Sprowl Heights, Paris.
were Oliver Barnett.
Death was attributed to
Ronnie Barn t, Randy
natural causes.
Barnett, Don lewberry,
He was an employee
Hubert Barrow and Don
of the Henry County
Kellerman.
Highway Department
Burial was in the
Federal State Market •eilis Ser
and was a Navy veteran
sire February 19. 19/16
Green Plain Cemetery.
of World War II.
Itentuek
Purchase Area Holt
Mrs. Elkins, 79, Rt. 2,
Market Report Includes 6 Buying StaBorn May 17, 1925, In
Hazel. died Saturday at tions. Receipts: Act. Last Mon.1 Fri.
Henry
County, he was
1 0:39 a.m. at the 1196 Est. BIM Barrows & Gilts corn
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.
the son of the late Jones
pared to last Fri. 2.00 Lower Sows
Murray-Calloway Coun- 1.001.011 lower
(AP
Aubrey
- Hank Williams'
Crank,
Sr.,
and
1* 1!210-230 lb..
148.15-49.75
ty Hospital.
Freddie Turner Crank. son and Nat King Cole's
some 49.011
She is survived by her ( s 1 2 1200-210
$41.25.40.25
Survivors include an brother sang two songs
husband. W.C. (Rowdy) 1 5 2 3 210.230 lb.
147.75-49.23
aunt, Mrs. Goldie C. made famous by the
I s 2-4 250.270 lb.
948.75-47.75
Elkins; one son, Joe Pat Sows
Cole, Murray; two songwriter-singer and
Elkins; two grandS 1 2 270354) lb.
1314.00 40.00
uncles, Richard L. the balladeer as they
S 1 3 300.450 lb..
1140.00-41.00
children. Mrs. Brad
S 1 3 450-500 Ms
Crank and Curtis Ray were* Inducted into the
140.00-49.00
Renfro and Mis Kimber- IS I 3 50E650
149.00-52.00
Crank, Puryear, Tenn.; Alabama Music Hall of
S 2-3 390-500
931.00-40.00
ly Elkins.
lb...
Fame.
Boars $73 39
several cousins.
Freddy Cole and Hank
Williams Jr. were
honored at the first induction ceremony for
the hall, to be located at
Muscle Shoals.
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
Williams. of
Georgiana, belted out
one of the many country
Industrial Average..
-2.98
Jerrico
19 unc songs written and made
Air Products
Johnson & Johnson
50/
1
2 •1
/
4
38% +% famous by his father,
Apple Computer
Kmart
271
/
2 -1
/
2
383/8 uric "Lovesick Blues,"
American Telephone
21% +
Mary Kay Cosm.
12/
1
2 -1/4 which brought the elder
Briggs & Stratton
30%
unc
J.C. Penney
49%
% Williatns several enChrysler
32% + 3/8
Penwalt
38% -Vs cores when he sang it at
Dollar Gen. Store
Quaker Oats
27/
1
2 +
37% .% the Grand Ole Opry in
53% .%
Dupont
Sears
343
/
4 unc 1949.
Ford
45% -1/4
Stuart Hall
.4% +
Cole, from MonG.A.F.
35% +
Texaco
28% -3/4
tgomery, sounding
General Motors
78/
1
4 + 1/8
Time Inc.
493/9 -5/3 much like his brother,
GenCorp. Inc.
<.S. Tobacco
333/4 • 1/4
393/8 +34 sang "Unforgettable," a
Goodrich
Wal-Mart
29/
1
4 -1
/
4
1
2 unc top recording by Nat
46/
Goodyear
28/
1
2 WIC
Wendy's
21% +3
/
4 King Cole.
Home Health Care
11 1/4 unc
A.L. Williams
101/8 +
I.B.M.
131% +%
C.E.F. Yield
7.81

Gatlin talks
about problem
of addiction

Mrs. Cornwell
dies: funeral
rites today

Elkins
held
here Monda),

Mr. Crank dies
at age of 59:
funeral today ,

Hog market

Two inducted
into Alabama
Hall of Fame

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS

MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

11.83% APR 48 onth
Financing On ALL New
Cars In Inventory
(AvalleV. :e1,.16 March 2)

OM QUALM/
SERVICE PARTS

criminal charge recently
lodged against King.
King has pleaded innocent to a charge of terroristic threatening for allegedly telling a Lexington police officer that he would "blow away"
any officer who stopped him to write a ticket.
The statement allegedlk was made after King's
son was arrested Jan. 1 and taken to a hospital
for treatment of an injury he said occurred during the arrest.
Wake said he was running in the May primary
election because he wants to change the office's
procedures. Wake proposed to replace part-time
prosecutor with fewer full-time ones, process
cases more quickly and initiate Saturday and
evening court sessions, when it would be more
colivenient for witnesses and defendants.
---HARTFORD, Ky. (AP) - The Ohio County
School Board has voted to remove copies of the
Ten Commandments from school halls rather
than face a potential lawsuit.
Ohio County Superintendent Reathel Goff also
said that the state Board of Education, which
directed all school districts to remove the Ten
CoMmandments last spring, wanted an explanation if the copies were not removed.
The American Civil Liberties Union of Kentucky..had threatened to sue, and Goff said he
recommended "to remove them rather than
fight the court costs."
Three of the board members voted Monday to
remove the copies, and member J.T. Smith
abstained.
Board Chairwoman Linda Likens proposed
replacing the Ten Commandments with inspirittional messages.
---HENDERSON, Ky. (AP)- A Henderson man
died and his wife and daughter were hospitalized
after they were overcome by carbon monoxide
fumes in their mobile home, authorities said.
Henderson County Deputy Coroner Merrill
Bennett said Michael Green discovered his
parents and sister Monday morning after his
mother's employer contacted him when she did

Best selling
books of week
are released
Best selling books of
_week of Feb. 17 as
released by Time
magazine are as
follows:
FICTION
1. "If Tomorrow
Comes," Sidney Sheldon
2. "The Talisman,"
Stephen King & Peter
Straub
3. "The Life and Hard
Times of Heidi
Abromowitz," Joan
Rivers
4. "The Sicilian,"
Mario Puzo
5. "So Long, and
Thanks For All the
Fish," Douglas Adams
6. "Love and War,"
John Jakes
7. "Illusions of Love,"
Cynthia Freeman
8. "First Among
Equals," Jeffrey
Archer
9. "Glitz," Elmore
Leonard
10. "...And Ladies of
the Club," Helen
Hooven Santmyer
NON-FICTION
1. "Iacocca," Lee
Iacocca
2. "Women Coming Of
Age," Jane Fonda
3. "Loving Each
Other," Leo Buscaglia
4. "Nothing Down,"
Robert G. Allen
5. "Weight Watchers
Quick Start Program
Cookbook," Jean
Nidetch
6. "What They Don't
Teach You At Harvard
Business School," Mark
McCormack 7. "The
One Minute Salesperson," Johnson & Wilson
8. "Citizen Hughes,"
Michael Drosnin
9. "The Frugal
Gourmet," Jeff Smith
10. "Pieces of My
Mind," Andrew A.
Rooney

GM

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts

Golf
Jetta
GTI Motor Trend
Car Of Year
Campers-Vanogens.
Scirocco

Coupe-GT

RRO

-AUDI-MA

CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT
(Rate)
(Term)
3 Yr
10.375%
5 Yr
11.0%
$5,000 MINIMUM
FDIC INSURED TO
$100,000
ISSUED BY
CITIBANK S.D.
3-MONTH
PENALTY
FOR EARLY
WITHDRAWAL
EFFECTIVE DATE
'3-7-85

A

large-capacity.
space-age polyashtub
ng
.pAprri fpgayrbalermincem iw

'Shuts off
automatically at
end of cycle
'Regular. Automatic
Permanent Press
and Knits/Delicates
cycles
•Wrinkle-preventing
cooldown

•3 agitate/spin
speed options
on timer

WWII Edward
13. Jones
v
E. Co.

Th
Chai
Farr
110 n
voca
and
are
agrio
'They
and .
Of1

R. Randall Saladin
522 West Main
502-753-7401

WE SELL ONLY THE BEST
14 Lb. Box 100%

Ground Beef$ 1946
Patties
Brown Thompson Whole Hog

Sausage

lb
29

Bag or Patties $

Field's

Wieners

lb.

1

69

Pork Ribs

lb

Backbone

lb 39c

Choice Sides of Beef $
225 To 300 Lb.
Cut, Wrapped & Frozen

mama
RX7
626
GLC
62000-Trucks

••••••

1 59

35
Lb.

Ad Good 'Through Feb. 25

$31770°
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
113-2617

641 S:Morray

- Wholesale & Retail Meat -

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
Food .Stamps
7 am.-12 p.m. Sat.
-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"

1
to
Ho
Hu

•et:

1980 Otdsmobile Starfire
et000-s
64:0430-s

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API - State and city
police began rounding up 47 people who have
been indicted on drug charges after an 11-month
undercover operation by police.
A Jefferson County grand jury issued 57 indictments last week after police presented evidence,
Trooper Eddie Lair said. Thirteen people had
been arrested by Monday, he said.
The investigation involved an undercover state
police officer making purchases of drugs, including cocaine, LSD and opium, from street
dealers in the city's west end. Lair said.
Louisville police also participated.
The investigation began in January 1984 and
ended in December.
Most of those indicted were accused of trafficking in drugs, Lair said.

Small Meaty

1111111114 11070111 00.00119110111

,
11- 10p--ticira

not show up for work.
Bennett said Boyd Green, 57, was pronounced
dead at the trailer from carbon monoxide poisoning about 7:15 a.m. His wife, 53.yearold Iva
Green, and 15-year-old daughter Vicki Green,
were in critical condition at Deaconess Hospital
in nearby Evansville, Ind., Monday night.
The cause of the fumes was a faulty ventilation
pipe on the furnace of the trailer, Bennett said.
- -LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A 22-year-old
Louisville woman and her infant 'son were injured when their truck was hit by a train in the
southwestern section of the city, police said.
Annett V. Conti and her 18-month-old son, Kenneth, were in a truck as it passed over a railroad
crossing when the accident occurred at 12:09
p.m. Monday, Jefferson County police
spokesman Bob Yates said.
The woman was flown by helicopter 'to
Humana Hospital University where she underwent surgery. Her son was taken to Norton
Hospital and was listed in stable condition.
There were no other injuries, Yates said. The
train, operated by Seaboard Systems Railroad,
dragged the truck 800 feet, Yates said.
The accident is under investigation by police.
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FFA Week
Is Feb. 16-23
ANNIVERSARY

CCHS FFA Chapter lists membership, activities
The Calloway County
Chapter of Future
Farmers of Amerita has
110 members enrolled in
vocational agriculture
and horticulture. There
are two teachers of
agriculture at CCHS.
They are Larry Gilbert
and-ramie Potts.
' Officers for 1984-85

are: President.John
Mark Potts; VicePresident - Mark Hale;
Secretary - Doug
McKinney; Treasurer Jeanne Thorn; Reporter
- John Kelso; Sentinel
- Tony Lovett.
Committee Chairmen
are: Supervised Ag. Occupations - Chris Sat-

terwhite; Cooperation Mark Arnett; Community Service - Rodney
Jones: Leadership Lisa Lewellyn; Earnings
and Savings - Timmy
Manning; Conduct of
Meetings - Jerry
Lowery; Scholarship Ramp Brooks; Recreation - Jeff. Puckeq;

••••••sig*

it

:11

"Y.

HONORARY DEGREES - Honorary Degrees in the FFA are presented
to adults who have rendered outstanding service to chapter. This year the
Honorary Chapter Farmer Degree was presented to Jerry Burkeen,,Joe
Pat
Hughes, Dr. Elwood Brown and Mike Richey.

Public Relations- Janet
Rodney Tucker, John
supervised programs of
Coleman; Alumni RelaMark Potts and Mark
agricultural production.
tions - Carotene Todd.
Arnett placed first in the
marketing, processing,
Gina Brown won first
Purchase Region and
and service. Basically.
place in the Regional and
fifth in the state Meats
vocational agriculture
State FFA Public SpeakJudging Contest.
agribusiness education
ing contest and placed
The Calloway Chapter
prepares the students for
4th in the Central Region
represented Kentucky by
career opportunities
of the National Contest.
displaying the Tobaccb
which exist right in their
Mark Hale won first
Crop Exhibit at the Midlocal communities.
place in the Dark FireSouth_Fair in Memphis,
The FFA offers a wide
Cured Tobacco ProducTenn. Tracy Curd.
variety of incentive and
tion contest in the PurLeland Steely and John
exploratory activities so
chase Region__ _John_„- -Nix- -received- the- State
the student-member can
Mark Potts. won the
Farmer Detree at the
get a task, try his hand,
Regional -Fruit and
State FFA Convention in
-check it out or go see for
Vegetable Production
Louisville. Ky. in June.. _.
himself. The tried and
contest. Janet Coleman
Members of the 162
proven "Doing To
and Lisa Lewellyn placKentucky FFA Chapters
Learn"
philosophy of the
ed in the top 100 in the najoin with over 500,000
FFA is the- real way
tion out of 3000 parother FFA members in
students test their ideas
ticipants in the "Salute
the United States in
for the future_
To Agriculture Contest."
'celebrating National
Students are encouragMark Hale won first
FFA Week, Feb. 16-23.
ed to select and study in
place in the State TracNational FFA Week
specific subject or
tor Driving Contest. The
always includes George
career
areas
Chapter
Air-Cured
Washington's birthday in
agriculture, agricultural
tobacco grading team
observance of his leadersupplies,
service,
placed first at MSU Ag.
ship in promoting scienagricultural mechanics,
Club
Field
Day.
tific farming practices.
agricultural products,
Members of the team
Washington is conhorticulture',
were Tracy Curd, John
sidered the patron saint
agricultu
ral resources,
Nix and Hal Orr. Gina
of the FFA and has come
forestry - in order to
Brown, Tammy Jones
to symbolize the FFA
prepare
for
their
and Angie Marshall placTreasurer.
careers.
ed first in Nursery at
Men who molded
MSU Ag.Club Field Day.
America came from the
Ricky Watkinv Tina
farms and plantations Cooper and Jeanne-Swift
farmer-statesmenof the
placed
first
in
past
like
George
Floriculture at MSU Ag.
Washington and Thomas
Club Field Day. Jamie
Jefferson.
Future
Miller, Jim Niuiney and
Farmers today are inJohn Miles placed first in
spired by these same
.•
Horse Judging at Field
heroes of our nation and
Day_ Jerry Lowery placher -agriculture.' VF-A
Each
month
the
aW.• first in Seed Idenmembers are promoting
Chapter selects one
tification at Field Day.
as the theme for this
member who has been
The Calloway Chapter
years
celebration:
outstanding in leaderplaced second overall at
"Keep
Agriculture
ship or some other phase
MSUitg. Club Field Day.
Number 1."
of the program, as
John Mark P016; Chris
Organized in 1928, the
member-of-the-month.
Satterwhite and Tony
FFA promotes leaderThis year the members
Lovetttplaced first in the . ship, cooperation and
are:
.StAte,Dark-Flred Tobac- .citizenship aniong• high
-July--Mark Hale
co Grading and second-in- - -W001- -VO-r-iiii-olf-ar • -- -Kirk.
-aim& Brown
the ,state Air-Cured
agriculture students
Sept.-John Mark Potts
Tobacc.9 Grading con:
T.he...../FA foundation
Oct.-Mark Arnett
test. John Mark Potts
awards program proNov.-Eddie Buhler
was high individual
vides chapter, state and
Dec
•-Timmy Duncan
scorer in both contests:
national recognition for
Jan.-R,odityy Jones

a

•

-

•

•.
r

Members
honored
monthly

•

1983•84 Chapter Officers pictured with Cotton Ivy. Mr. Ivy
at the Annual Parent-Member Banquet held in April.
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Convention in Kansas City, Mo. for the past two
years.
After graduation he
plans to attend college
and continue farming.

yea'
Mrs

•

John Mark Potts provides leadership for county FFA

•

John Mark Potts is the
17 year old son of Jamie
and Jane Potts of
Kirksey Route 1. He is
currently serving as

president
of
the
Calloway County Future
Farmers of America.
Potts is in his fourth year
of Vo-Ag and FFA. He

He attended the Kentucky FFA Leadership
Training Center in Hardinsburg, Ky. in June of
1983 Last year he attended the _Kentucky State

Mark Hale serving as vice
president of FFA chapter
selected th be on the
Mark Hale is the 17
f--Mr--and--.-son-o-Parliamentary- -pro—
----year-old
cedure team.
Mrs. Edward Hale of
During his junior year
Route 6. Murray. Mark
he won in the chapter
is currently serving as
tractor driving contest
chapter Vice-President.
and received third place
During his four years in
in the regional contest.
FFA. Mark has been inHe participated in many
volved in many accontests
and
was
tivities. During his
selected to be on the
freshman year he parparliamentary
procedure team.
During his junior year
he won in the chapter
tractor driving contest
and received third place
in the regional contest.
He participated in many
contests
was
and
selected to be on the
parliamentary
procedure team and placed
superior in the region.
During his senior year
he attended Kentucky
FFA Leadership Trosining Center In HarMARK HALE
dinsburg, Ky. He was
VICE PRESIDENT
selected as a member of
ticipated in many conthe camp council and
tests including the creed
participated in the traccontest and many essay
tor driving contest and
• contests.
was selected to return in
During his sophomore
July where he was the
year. Mark was selected
state winner. He attendas chairman of the
ed the state convention in
Public Relations comLouisville. He also atmittee. He participated
tended the National Conin several essay convention in Kansas City,
tests, was selected
Mo.
chapter winner of the
Mark is a member of
dark-fired tobacco profithe Elm Grove Baptist
ciency contest and was
Church. He plans to atthe Regional winner for
tend College after High
two years. He was also
School.

FFA Convention in
Louisville and served as
a delegate from the
Calloway
County
Chapter. He has also attended the National FFA
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Doug McKinney is FFA secretary

JOHN MARK POTTS
PRESIDENT
served as chairman of
the Community Service
Committee
his
sophomore year and
chapter reporter during
his junior year before
becoming president in
1984.
Potts has been involved in many activities in
his four years of FFA.
He has been a member of
the Burley tobacco
grading team and Land
judging team on the
regional level. He was on
the tobacco grading
team that participated in
the 1984 Kentucky State
Fair. The team placed
first
in
dark-fired
grading and second in
air-cured grading. Potts
was high individual
scorer in both of these
contests. He was also a
member of the first place
meats judging team on
the regional level and
placed fifth in the state
contest.
He has also been on the
Parliamentary
Procedure team and he
received the scholarship
award in his Ag. III
class.

Doug McKinney.son of.
Mrs. -Robert
—Mr.
McKinney of Route One
Dexter, Kentucky, is serving as secretary for the
1984-85 school year. Doug
is a junior at Calloway
County and has served
as committee chairman
of the scholarship committee as well as

contest.
his
In
sophimiusre yew? ire--w-on- the Record Keeping contest, Dairy Production
contest, weed identification and the Dairy judging contest.
At the Regional FFA
Day, Doug participated
in Dairy Impromptu
Speaking contest for two
years which in 1884, he
placed second. In 1984 he
also participated in the
Dairy Production contest. Doug has attended
the Ky. FFA Leaclership

Training _Center, the
National
FFA
Convention.
Doug's farming program consists of ten
head of Dairy cattle as
part of the home farm.
In other school activities, Doug is in the
Beta club, Pep Club and
4-H.
After graduation from
high school, he plans to
attend the University of
Kentucky and major in
Dairy Science.

Jeanne Thorn serves as
FFA chapter treasurer
DOUG MCIEINNEY
SECRETARY
secretary for this year.
During his 3 years of
FFA, Doug has participated at the state fair
in Dairy Judging.
In the chapter, Doug
has participated in the
essay contest, tractor
driving, Dairy Production, notebook contest,
and the creed contest.
In his first year of VoAg., Doug won the
chapter Dairy Impromptu speaking contest and
was one of the top four
members in the creed

Jeanne Thorn, the
chapter treasurer, is the
16 year-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Arvis
Thorn of Route One,
Almo. She is a junior at
Calloway County High
and has been-enrolled in
vocational agriculture
the past three years.
Her freshman year,
Jeanne won several
essay contests and the
chapter creed contest.
She
received
the
freshman scholarship
award and attended the
Ky. FFA leadership
Training Center where
she placed second in the
FFA Quiz contest.
Jeanne was the committee chairman of the
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JEANNE THORN
TREASURER
chapter leadership committee her sophomore
year. Again she won
(Cbard On page 3)
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Tony Lovett brings four years experience to sentinel's position
Tony Lovett is the 18
year old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Joe Lovett. He

is currently serving as
chapter sentinel.
Tony has been involv-

ed in many FFA activities during the four
years he has been enroll-

Johnny Kelso reports -FFA news
John Kelso is the
18-year old son of Johnny
Kelso and Sheila Canady
and is currently serving
as Chapter reporter.
uring his four_y_ears
in Vo-Ag, John has been
involved in many FFA
activities. During his
freshman year he participated in many contests including the creed
contest and many essay
contests.
During his sophomore
year. John participated
in several essay contests, and was selected
as chapter winner in the
horse impromptu contest, winner of the Ag. 2
Notebook and record
book and was named
Sophomore
Star

Thorn...

speaking.
During his junior year
he attended Kentucky
Leadership Training
Center, finished 3rd in
the tractor driving enn.
test and finished first in
the regional on foot beef
steer show and 20th in
the beef carcass show.
He won the Ag. 3 record
book award and was Ag.
3 Star Farmer. He was
(Cont'd on page 4).

ed
vocational
in
agriculture. During his
freshmen year, he participated in several
essay contests. He placed first with his record
book and second in creed
contest.
During his sophomore
year he 's.vas selected as
committee chairman of
the cooperation committee. He was also a
member
the
of
parliamentary
pro-.
cedure team.
In his junior,...year his
farming project was a
show steer. During the
regional beef show it
placed 8th on foot and 1st

JOHN KELSO
REPORTER
Farmer.,
John participated in
several regional contests
including auctioneering,
beef show and sale and
horse
impromptu

TONY LOVETT
SENTINEL
in the carcass contest.
He was also a member of

the tobacco 'grading
team which placed 2nd in
the region.
During his senior year
he has attended FFA
Leadership Training
Center at Hardinsburg,
Ky. He also participated
at the Kentucky State
Fair in tobacco grading
in which the team placed
first in the Dark-Fired
class and second itt
air-cured.
_
Some of Tony's other
activities are playing in
the CCHS Band. He also
attends church 4t Unity
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church in
Hardin, Ky.

47
1
4
Congratulations

(Cont'd from page 2)

several essay contests,
Beta Club, Pep Club, and
the Chapter Quiz contest
plays trumpet in the
and the sophomore
Laker marching concert
scholarship award. She
and jazz band. In July,
also attended the Ky.
she traveled to San Franstate Fair as a member
cisco with the Ky. Lions
of the dairy judging
Club All.State Band. Her
team.
community activities inThis school
year nide the Medical ExJeanne has participated
plorer post 803 at
In essay contests and atMurray-Calloway Co. — .
tended the National FFA
Hospital where she
Convention in Kansas Ciserves as historian. She
ty. At the present she is
also enjoys, volunteer
Involved in tobacco
work. Jeanne plans a
grading.
career in Agriculture
Jeanne is also in the
research.

Future Farmers of America
You Grow It
We'll Mow It!
No Appointment Necessary
Olympic Plaza, Murray
Hrs. 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Thurs. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
753-0542

2608 Park
Ave., Paducah

(
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The original family haircutters.
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Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers
Association

•••.•••••

Growers Loose
Leaf -Floor

The most frequently asked question...What Does The Tobacco
Growers Association Do?

Murray, Kentucky
753-3678
759-1707

The program is intended to, and does, keep tobacco leaf prices HIGHER than
they
would be without it. The program is intended to, and does, keep domestic tobacco
supplies LOWER than they would be without it.
Tobacco contributions to the economy of Kentucky
direct and indirect.

Owned and Operated By

Jobs - 81,680

Pete. Waldrop
and

Rob McCallon
FFA is just the beginning...

We
Support
FF

Wages $916,033,000

More than 90 of Kentucky's
120 counties grow tobacco .
4

-
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(Cont'd from page 3)

contest and was the
chapter winner.
" His beef steer finished
first place in the carcass
:Contest at the Regional
beef show.
John's farmin: sro-

gram consists of 2 acres
of dark fired tobacco and
one beef steer.
John is also inteolved in
the Pep Club and is the
treasurer of the Industrial Arts Club,

also chairman of the
Supervised Ag occupations committee and also
attended the FFA National Convention at
Kansas City, Mo.
This year John

Jackie Tucker, Agribusiness I student, is pictured working on project agreement forms. Project agreement forms are used to plan occupational experience programs.

chapter
as
served
reporter and attended
the National FFA Convention as a chapter
representative. John has
also participated in the
chapter Courier-Journal

FFA Section

Results of Murray State
Ag. Club Field Day told Results of Murray
State Ag. Club Field Day
on Friday.
--- -Tracy Curd, Hal Orr

Charlene Ray, Agribusiness I student,is shown
competing in the Chapter FFA Creed Contest.

and John Nix placed first
In Air Cured Tobacco
Grading. Hal-Orr was second high individual
scorer.
Eddie Buhler, Tracy
Scott, and Mike Garland
placed third in' Burley
Tobacco Grading.
Mark Hale -placed
third in Tractor Driving.
Gina Brown„ Tammy
Jones and Angie Marshall placed first in
Nursery. Gina Brown
was high individual
scorer. Tammy Jones was second high individual scorer. Angie
*Marshall was third high
Individual scorer.
Ricky Watkins, Tina
Cooper and Jeanna Swift
placed
first
in
,Floriculture.
Ricky
Watkins was high individual scorer. Tina
Cooper was second high

FFA
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(Cont'd on page 5)
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bit Place Nursery Judging Team at Murray State University Weld Day 1984
was composed of CCHS members (I to r) Angie Marshall,Tammy Jones and
Gina Brown. Brown was the contest high individual scorer.The overall trophy
for total points in both horticulture contests was also won by the CCHS teams.

Greenhouse work is never completed for Horticulture II students in the
spring of 1984.

We Tip Our Hats To
The Future Farmers
Of America!

Thorobred Computers
& Software Systems
Olympic
P*.z.
Shopping
Center

7537733
Murray.
Ky

"Education Thru Experience"
Bimiey Erwin 'Billy Erwin 'Rick Paschall

Erwin'i
Country
Sausage

0

We Can Help You
,.
Run Your Farm More
Cost Effectively With
Ag/Pac Software .
•Beef/Pac
•Crop/Pac
•Pork/Pac•
•Dairy/Pac
Sales
Service
• Support

•

• ..
-
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State Ag Field Day...
(Cont'd from page 4)
individual scorer.
Calloway placed first
in Horticulture team
competition.

Jamie Miller, Jim
Nanney and John Miles
placed second in Horse
Judging. Jamie Miller

was high individual making a perfect score.
Doug
McKinney,
Carolena Todd and Joey
Ramsey placed fifth in
Dairy Judging. Doug
McKinney was second
high individual scorer.

Horticulture II students are busy preparing flower arrangements for the
FFA Parent-Member Banquet held in April 1984.

Jerry Lowery placed
first
in
Seed
Identification.
EriC Knott placed
fourth
in
Weed
Identification.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1985

John Kelso placed
fourth
in
Tobacco
Auctioneering.
Calloway placed second overall scoring a
tbtal of 4,018 points. Fan-

PAGE 5

cy • Farm was first
overall. There are approximately 35 FFA
Chapters from Kentucky. Tennessee and Illinois participating,

1
John Kelso, Ag. IV student and FFA Chapter Reporter, is pictured competing in the Auctioneering Contest at the 1984 MSU-FFA Field Day.

Richard Orr Dist. go.
low Iltstribetor Of

Standard Oil Products
Salutes Calloway Co.

NINIMINIPFACKI
The Chapter Tobacco Grading Team won first place in the State Dark-Fired
Tobacco Grading Contest and Second in the Air-Cured Tobacco Grading contest at the Kentucky State Fair in August. Team members are: John Mark
Potts, Chris Satterwhite and Tony Lovett. John Mark was high individual
scorer in both the Dark-Fired and Air-Cured contests. Presenting the trophy
is Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture. David Boswell.

We're very proud
of our area FFA!

They're the future of this community...learning thru doing 'first
hand' and earning as they go! The
local FFA and our schools have given
our young people the opportunity to
do something important with their
lives, as they become self-assured
and responsible adults.

Keep Up The Good Work Boys!

Farmers have been
banking on us
since 1916.

That's the year The Federal Land Bank System was
established. And since that time, we've been doing one
thing—providing farm families with a source of dependable.
long-term credit at the best possible terms. Even when bad
economic times made other sources of funds less available.
the Land Bank has been there with sound long-term financing
for eligible purposes.

Outpost Office
In Murray
Every Tuesday
At The PCA Office
Hwy. 641 N. 753-5602
LAND BANK

Nobody can predict what the future will bring. But one thing
the farmer will always be able to depend on...the Land Bank
will be there, to help meet the challenges of tomdrrow

The
Land Bank

Close to the land and the people who work it
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1st Place Floriculture Judging Team at the 1984 MS( Field Day was the
CCHS team of (Ito r,) Ricky Watkins, Tina Cooper and Jeanna Swift. Watkins
was the high individual scorer in the contest. The over-all trophy for total
points scored in the horticulture competition Was won by the'CCHS teams.

FFA Section

The Calloway FFA Tobacco Grading Team won first place in the Dark-Fired
Tobacco grading contest at Murray State Ag. Club Field Day in April. Receiving the trophy are team members: Tracy Curd and John Nix. Not pictured
was Hal Orr.

FFA
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Our future depends on the commitment of these young people to
agriculture and animal husbandry. These ore the farmers of
tomorrow who will produce the
food we eat. We extend a hearty
thanks to these young people
during National Future Formers
of Amerito-Week.

war

PEOPLES IBANK
MURRAY CK Y.
Member FDIC

Jamie Miller placed that in Horse Judging at Murray State-Ag.Club Field
Day in April.

To The
Future Farmers
Best Mites
Future Farmers of America, we
salute you.. with than for all you
are doing to aid agriculture in this
area.. and to promote the conservation of ow farm resources. For
the future, our hopes are
high.. because we know that ow
local FFA members are building
agricultural leadership that will serve us well. Congratulations on your
achievements.

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE

Merchants
Grain, Inc.
Railroad Ave., Murray, Ky. 753-3404

LEARNING THRU DOING
The vocational agriculture students who make up our
local FFA play an important rote in the future growth
and prosperity of our community. We're proud to offer our support and thanks to this outstanding
organization.

BUCHANAN FEED & SEED
Industrial Rdad
-

753-5378
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--Brown wins speaking contest

1984 FFA REGIONAL WINNERS — Three members of the Calloway
Chapter won first place in the Purchase Region FFA Day Contests. John
Mark
Potts was winner in Fruit and Vegetable Production; Gina Brown in Public
Speaking; and Mark Hale in Dark-Fired Tobacco Production. Also
pictured
are Jamie Potts and Larry Gilbert, Chapter Advisors.

FFA attends convention
Six members and one
advisor
from
the
Calloway
County
Chapter of Future
Farmers of America attended the 57th National
FFA
Convention,
November 7-10, in Kansas City, Missouri.
Various activities were
centered around the convention. Eddie Albert,
Art Linkletter, and Pat
Summers11
were
featured
speakers.
Entertainment was provided by the National
FFA Band and Chorus,
and by the National FFA
Talent Show.
Gina Brown, a 1984
graduate of Calloway

County High School and
an active member in
FFA,placed in the top 16
in the National Public
Speaking Contest. The
National "Salute to
Agriculture" Contest
winners were announced
at the convention. Janet
Coleman
and
Lisa
Lewellyn placed in the
top 100 nationally.
Besides attending the
convention, the group
toured the Kansas City
Board of Trade, Crown
Center, the Kansas City
Royals' stadium and the
Kansas City Chiefs'
stadium. They also attended the American
Royal ivestock where

stands fop Future
too

Although our lob
is making short
and intermediate
term loans to
farmers,our involvement in the
community goes
a whole lot
deeper That's
why your Production Credit
Association helps
local fFA
chapters in a
variety of ways
It's a smallpart.of
what we do. but
an important part
of what we
stand for

Jackson Purchase PCA

Mickey Gilley and Charly McClain performed.
Those attending the
convention were Mark
Hale, John Kelso, Doug
McKinney, John Mark
Potts, and Jeanne Thorn
with Larry and Joan
Gilbert accompanying
the group.

Gina Brown, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Ellwood
Brown, Jr., Rt. 7, Murray, was named winner
of the State FFA Public
Speaking Contest at the
State FFA Convention in
Louisville in June.
She was a student of
horticulture in the CCHS
vo-ag program for two
years. She served as
FFA Chapter Vice
President for the 1983-84
school year. An active
member in the OCHS
program
she
won
numerous horticulture
identification contests
and the regional Horticulture Impromptu
Speaking Contest in 1983.
Brown traveled to the
National FFA Convention in Kansas City, MO.
in November to compete
against twelve other
state winners in the Central FFA Region. She
placed fourth in regional
competition making her
one of the top 16 in the
nation. The National
FFA Public Speaking
Contest is sponsored by
the FMC Corporation of
Chicago, Illinois.
Brown ranked ninth
scholastically in her
graduating class in 1984.

pany. She also received a
Capstone Grant from the
University of Alabama'
at Tuscaloosa where she
is presently a premedicine student.
While in high school
she was recognized in the
National Merit Scholarship Program. She also
attended the Governor's
Scholar Program at Cen--Tr-e—CO-ITege in Danville.
KY. in 1983.
Gina Brown
She was named a recipient of a pcholarship
• grant from the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Foundation and the R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Corn-

We Salute
the area's
FFA Members

Lynn Grove Feed
& Seed Company

Future
Farmers
We offer our continued support to
the Future Farmers of America.
We have all benefited from the
FFA Organizations.

Stokes Tractor
& Implement Co.

Hwy 641 N. Murray 753-5602
C''1

We Stand For Famteps.

MF

Industrial Road

753-1319

Massey Ferguson
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Jerry Lbwery placed first in Seed Identification at Murray State Ag. Club
•
- •
Field Dity arid Fifth in the State Contest.

NOTHING WORKS LIKE
A CHEVY TRUCK.-II-

Inc.

753-2617

The 1984 Chapter Meeting and Parlimentary Procedure Team rated
Superior in the Regional contest in April. Members of the Team are: Front
Row — Jamie Miller, Leland Steely, Tracy Curd, Gina Brown,John Nix,and
John Mark Potts. Back Row — Tony Lovett, Kevin Gupton,Tommy Orr„and
Mark Hale.

A touch of"genius"
from the Tractor Specialist

FFA team earns first place
The Calloway County
FFA Meats Judging
team won first place in
the Purchase Region
FFA Meats Judging Contest in Union City, Tenn.
and placed fifth in the
State FFA Contest in

Louisville.
The team had to place
four beef carcasses, four
pork carcasses, four
fresh hams, four beef
ribs and identify 24 retail
cuts of pork and beef. In
addition the team had to

yield grade and quality
grade
five
beef
carcasses.
Members of the team
were Rodney Tucker,
John Mark Potts and
Mark Arnett.

FIREt
FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA

lin' dras7-/
New Case 2394 tractor
The "genius** appears as an electronic read-out each time you put your finger
• On The IntlfUffierit tOUth* fi-atie lot etigifie 1:IPM,•qrtAirld grieed:PTO* gpeetf -Ortotal area worked — to mention Just a few Highly advanced digitalization
new "Silent Guardian" cab... new easy-operating
teartts with new styling
controfs
new Case deluxe seat. 12- or 24-speed etectncally actuated
'power sh`itt
to make a new Case 2394 the 160 (119 kW)
tractor you should try before you buy.

_ See us for a demonstratiOrksoon.
1934 - 1985

ervin
You,
51 /
Years

McKee' Equipment Co.
MURRAY - 503 WALNUT - 753-3062\
PADUCAH
JULIA ST. - 444-0110

—

• /11

0
0-

Our Future
Depends On
Farming!

And Future
474-2295
Farmers Of
or
800-592-5409 America Is
Dennis Whittaker Where It
All Begins!
Mona er

